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Mathematical models of infectious disease spread can be used to study both re-

current and emergent epidemics. Here, we explore both contexts. The first two

chapters focus on modeling seasonal mechanisms in recurrent infectious diseases.

We investigate the repercussions of using different models of seasonal forcing in

childhood infectious disease dynamics and find a surprising invariance in long-

term model behaviour. In another project, we propose a simple model of repeated

individual vaccination decisions motivated by annual seasonal influenza vaccina-

tion campaigns. The second part of this dissertation adds to our understanding of

modeling an emerging pandemic disease: COVID-19. We study age-based hetero-

geneities in COVID-19 severity in order to inform models of COVID-19-related

hospitalizations, ICU admissions, and deaths. We also develop several crucial

extensions to a COVID-19 model that have enabled the continued production of

accurate and useful forecasts through the current phase of the pandemic, where

vaccination efforts race emerging viral variants.
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INTRODUCTION

Applied mathematics is a diverse field, intersecting with many other disci-

plines. This interdisciplinarity is often enabled by mathematical modelling, which

seeks to wrangle complex natural phenomena into simplified structures that can

be analyzed systematically. I had been studying mathematical models long before I

became acquainted with the term as an undergraduate. In high school, we learned

Newton’s laws of motion in physics class. I remember taking the simple equation

for Newton’s second law at face value, not realizing how profound it was to take

a complex phenomenon, force, and distill it into the product of just two quantities,

mass and acceleration.

Physics is the natural science most classically associated with mathematical

modelling as the two disciplines have evolved hand-in-hand [1]. Mathematical

models now lurk in all corners of natural science: from the Hodgkin-Huxley model

in neuroscience [2] to the law of mass action in chemical kinetics [3] to Verhulst’s

logistic growth model in population dynamics [4]. Mathematical biology emerged

relatively recently as a field in its own right, where models are used to further un-

derstanding in a variety of biological disciplines, including ecology, evolution, and

epidemiology [5].

Mathematical models of infectious disease dynamics are at the core of this dis-

sertation. The first part explores models of recurrent epidemics, while the second

part focuses on an emergent infectious disease. Each chapter approaches mathe-

matical epidemiology from a different angle, giving a sample of the diversity of

approaches and techniques in this field.

Chapter one presents a useful and surprisingly accurate simplification in mod-
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els of recurrent childhood infectious diseases, such as measles, pertussis, and

mumps. Although these diseases are no longer common thanks to mass vaccina-

tion, they were endemic and seasonal in many parts of the world through the 20th

century [6]. Generally, seasonal variation in environmental variables and contact

rates among individuals are fundamental drivers of recurrent epidemics. Unlike

most periodically forced physical systems, for which the precise pattern of forcing

is typically known, underlying patterns of seasonal variation in transmission rates

can be estimated approximately at best, and only the period of forcing is accurately

known. Yet solutions of epidemic models depend strongly on the forcing function,

so dynamical predictions—such as changes in epidemic patterns that can be in-

duced by demographic transitions or mass vaccination—are always subject to the

objection that the underlying patterns of seasonality are poorly specified.

In Chapter one, we demonstrate that the key bifurcations of the standard epi-

demic model are invariant to the shape of the seasonal forcing function if the am-

plitude of forcing is appropriately adjusted. Consequently, analyses applicable

to real disease dynamics can be conducted with a smooth, idealized sinusoidal

forcing function, and qualitative changes in epidemic patterns can be predicted

without precise knowledge of the underlying forcing pattern. We find similar in-

variance in a seasonally forced predator–prey model, and conjecture that this phe-

nomenon—and the associated robustness of predictions—might be a feature of

many other periodically forced dynamical systems.

Chapter two continues on the theme of recurrent epidemics, but in a different

context. Seasonal influenza presents an ongoing challenge to public health each

year. The rapid evolution of the flu virus necessitates annual vaccination cam-

paigns, but the decision to get vaccinated or not in a given year is largely volun-
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tary, at least in the United States, and many people decide against it. In some early

attempts to model these yearly flu vaccine decisions, it was often assumed that

individuals behave rationally, and do so with perfect information – assumptions

that allowed the techniques of classical economics and game theory to be applied.

However, these assumptions are not fully supported by the emerging empirical

evidence about human decision-making behavior in this context.

In Chapter two, we develop a simple model of coupled disease spread and vac-

cination dynamics that instead incorporates experimental observations from social

psychology to model annual vaccine decision-making more realistically. We inves-

tigate population-level effects of these new decision-making assumptions, with the

goal of understanding whether the population can self-organize into the desirable

state of herd immunity, and if so, under what conditions. Our model agrees with

established results while also revealing more subtle population-level behavior, in-

cluding biennial oscillations about the herd immunity threshold.

Part two centers on the emergence of a novel pathogen, severe acute respira-

tory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), and the ensuing Coronavirus Disease

2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. One of the unresolved curiosities of SARS-CoV-2 in-

fections is that they result in severe disease in some individuals, while others re-

main completely asymptomatic. This heterogeneity in disease severity is impor-

tant in the context of modelling and forecasting the incidence of severe outcomes,

such as hospitalizations, Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admissions, and deaths. Until

the mechanisms driving COVID-19 severity are established, age is one of the most

salient and readily-available indicators of risk from COVID-19. While age-specific

distributions of known SARS-CoV-2 infections and COVID-19-related deaths are

available for many regions, less attention has been given to the age distributions
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of serious medical interventions administered to COVID-19 patients.

Chapter three quantifies the relationship between COVID-19 patient age and

serious outcomes of the disease, beyond fatalities alone. We analyzed known

SARS-CoV-2 infection records for Ontario, Canada, and estimated the age distri-

butions of hospitalizations, ICU admissions, intubations, and ventilations. We also

quantified the probability of hospitalization given known SARS-CoV-2 infection,

and of survival given COVID-19-related hospitalization, both of which can be used

to parameterize models of SARS-CoV-2 spread and COVID-19 outcomes.

As SARS-CoV-2 spread has continued, many regions have entered into a new

pandemic phase, where mass vaccination efforts race to protect populations from

emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants that are increasingly transmissible and less im-

peded by vaccines. Similarly, models being used to produce short-term forecasts

of SARS-CoV-2 spread, an important tool in public health planning, must race to

account for these new factors in order to continue to produce reliable and useful

results. In chapter four, we present extensions to an existing COVID-19 model

used for forecasting in Canada that account for vaccination, Variants of Concern

(VoCs), and age-based heterogeneities in disease transmission and outcomes. We

also describe a framework for implementing such model extensions without sig-

nificant software development. We demonstrate the utility of the extended model

through forecasts made for Ontario, Canada in early-to-mid 2021, at critical points

in the region’s pandemic response.
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Part I

Recurrence
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CHAPTER 1

INVARIANT PREDICTIONS OF EPIDEMIC PATTERNS FROM RADICALLY

DIFFERENT FORMS OF SEASONAL FORCING

1.1 Introduction

Periodic forcing of infectious disease transmission arises from a number of sources,

including seasonal weather changes [7, 8], annual cycles in birth rates [9, 10], and

school terms [11–14]. While the period of forcing is always one year, the pattern

of forcing depends strongly on the source (e.g., nearly sinusoidal for weather or

births, but sharp and asymmetric for school terms [12,15]) and the forcing function

is never known exactly.

The detailed structure of the seasonal forcing function strongly affects the re-

sulting pattern of disease incidence. For example, fig. 1.1 compares solutions of

the standard seasonally forced susceptible-infectious-recovered (SIR) epidemic model

[16,17] (see section 4.4) with different forcing patterns (school terms or a sinusoid).

In each case, the basic reproduction number (R0) and mean infectious period (1/γ)

are the same, and the amplitude of seasonality (α) has been chosen to ensure that

the system displays a strictly biennial cycle. The differences between the time se-

ries in fig. 1.1 emphasize that the solution of a model can match the details of an

observed temporal pattern of prevalence only if the pattern of forcing is known (or

estimated accurately).

This chapter is reproduced from: Papst, Irena, and David J. D. Earn. "Invariant predictions
of epidemic patterns from radically different forms of seasonal forcing." Journal of the Royal Society
Interface 16.156 (2019): 20190202.
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Seasonal forcing pattern βp(t)/〈β〉 Term-time (α = 0.25)
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Figure 1.1: The effects of different seasonal forcing patterns on predicted prevalence
time series. Top panel: Patterns of seasonality, βp(t)/〈β〉 = 1 + α oscp(t), for term-time
(p = −1) and sinusoidal (p = 1) forcing; see section 4.4 and section 1.5.1 for the definition of
oscp(t). Bottom panel: Prevalence time series, I(t), for solutions of the SIR model (eq. (1.1))
with term-time and sinusoidal forcing. Parameter values [18]: R0 = 17, 1/γ = 13 days,
µ = 0.02/year, α = 0.25 (term-time), α = 0.1 (sinusoidal). Initial conditions: (S0, I0) =
(0.97, 0.03). The prevalence time series are plotted after a 101 year transient.
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However, in situations in which we are primarily interested in the length of

recurrent cycles of epidemics—or whether or not the recurrent epidemic pattern

exhibits dynamical chaos—it is not clear that knowing the detailed forcing pattern

is critical. Indeed, it was noted in ref. 12 (endnote 13) that in a parameter regime

relevant to measles dynamics, qualitatively similar bifurcation structure can be ob-

tained with different seasonal forcing functions. In particular, the structure of the

bifurcation diagram that facilitates predictions of observed dynamical transitions

(bifurcation parameterR0 with fixed seasonal forcing amplitude α) is qualitatively

similar for school term forcing with amplitude estimated from data (α = 0.25) or

sinusoidal forcing with much lower amplitude (α = 0.08).

Here, for a wide range of forcing functions, we examine the quantitative and

qualitative bifurcation structure of the SIR model (below) and a seasonally forced

predator-prey model (in section 1.6.2). Revealing invariance of dynamical transi-

tions in these systems deepens our understanding of epidemic and predator-prey

dynamics, and suggests a more general type of invariance in the dynamical struc-

ture of forced nonlinear oscillators.
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1.2 Methods

1.2.1 Seasonally forced SIR model

The standard seasonally forced SIR model for a closed population can be expressed

as a system of three ordinary differential equations,

dS

dt
= µ− β(t)SI − µS , (1.1a)

dI

dt
= β(t)SI − (γ + µ)I , (1.1b)

dR

dt
= γI − µR , (1.1c)

where S, I and R denote the proportions of the population that are susceptible,

infectious and recovered from the infection, µ is the per capita birth and death rate,

γ is the recovery rate, and β(t) is the time-dependent transmission rate. The first

two equations above do not depend on the variable R, and R = 1 − S − I , so the

third equation is not required to specify the dynamics.

In most previous work, the transmission rate β(t) has been taken to vary sinu-

soidally for simplicity [19–22],

βcos(t) = 〈β〉[1 + α cos(2πt)], (1.2)

where 〈β〉 is the mean transmission rate, α is the amplitude of seasonality, and time

is measured in units of the forcing period (one year). For childhood diseases such

as measles, mumps, rubella or whooping cough, the primary source of seasonal

forcing is typically school terms [11]. Consequently, a substantial body of work

has employed a forcing function that is high in “term-time” and low otherwise

9



[12, 15, 23–26],

βtt(t) =


βhigh school days,

βlow other days,
(1.3)

where βhigh and βlow are constant transmission rates, with βhigh > βlow. If ps is the

proportion of the year that children spend in school then

〈β〉 = psβhigh + (1− ps)βlow, (1.4)

so if we define the amplitude of seasonality to be

α =
1

2

(
βhigh − βlow

〈β〉

)
, (1.5)

and denote the term-time “oscillation” function to be

osctt(t) =


2(1− ps) school days,

−2ps other days,
(1.6)

we can rewrite eq. (1.3) in terms of the two parameters 〈β〉 and α,

βtt(t) = 〈β〉[1 + α osctt(t)] . (1.7)

The amplitude of forcing, α, is constrained to lie in the range [25]

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

2ps

, (1.8)

to ensure that the forcing function is always non-negative. Regardless of the form

of periodic forcing, the basic reproduction number (the average number of sec-

ondary cases per primary case in a wholly susceptible population) is [27]

R0 =
〈β〉
γ + µ

. (1.9)
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1.2.2 Family of forcing functions

In order to better understand how the dynamical structure of the SIR model de-

pends on the pattern of seasonality in transmission, we constructed a continuous

family of forcing functions that connects term-time and sinusoidal forcing. The

family is parameterized with a shape parameter p, such that the forcing follows the

school term schedule for p = −1, is square and symmetric for p = 0, and is sinu-

soidal for p = 1. The forcing function, which we denote oscp(t), is symmetric for

p ≥ 0 and asymmetric for p < 0 (more time above than below the mean). For p > 1,

the sine wave is squashed and in the limit p → ∞ approaches two delta function

impulses (up at integral times of t = 0, 1, 2, ... years, and down at half-integral

times of t = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, ... years). Several members of this family of forcing func-

tions are plotted in fig. 1.2; details of the construction can be found in section 1.5.1.

1.2.3 Stroboscopic map

Perturbative analysis of periodic orbits is usually simplified by considering a

Poincaré map, which discretely samples continuous trajectories each time they

pass through a particular hypersurface in the state space [28, §8.7]. For periodi-

cally forced systems, the natural Poincaré map is the stroboscopic map, which sam-

ples trajectories once per forcing period (cf. Example 8.7.2 in [28]). Our bifurcation

analysis is based on the one-year stroboscopic map for the SIR system (1.1), so

n-year periodic attractors are represented by n discrete points.

11



Figure 1.2: Several members of the family of forcing functions, oscp(t), described in
section 1.2.2. Panels, from top to bottom: p = −1 (term-time forcing), p = −0.5, p = 0 (square
wave forcing), p = 0.25, p = 1 (sinusoidal forcing), p = 2. These shape parameter values
correspond to those used in fig. 1.5. Details of the construction are given in section 1.5.1.
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1.2.4 Continuation of bifurcations

It is rarely possible to find explicit analytical expressions for bifurcation points as

functions of model parameters. Instead, the conditions that define a given bifur-

cation are typically solved numerically and then “continued” in parameter space

(i.e., starting from one bifurcation point, a curve in parameter space is computed

on which the bifurcation conditions are satisfied to some level of precision [29]).

We used standard open-source software (XPPAUT [30]) to continue bifurcation

points in one and two model parameters.

The one-parameter bifurcation diagrams shown in fig. 1.3 were constructed

by finding equilibria and cycles of the annual stroboscopic map of the seasonally

forced SIR model, and then continuing those points as functions of R0 (details in

section 1.5.2).

To find the sinusoidal forcing amplitude that yields a bifurcation diagram

(fig. 1.3, bottom panel) that is similar to that of the term-time forced model (fig. 1.3,

top panel), we proceeded as follows. Starting from the stable period doubling

(PD) bifurcation point highlighted with a square in the term-time bifurcation di-

agram (fig. 1.3, top panel, R0 = 15.12), we continued the bifurcation in the two-

dimensional (p, α) parameter space. At each point on the resulting curve, shown

in fig. 1.4, the value of R0 for the PD remains the same. Consequently, this curve

can be thought of as a function, α(p), which specifies the forcing amplitude (α)

that yields a PD at the sameR0 value for any given shape of forcing pattern (p). In

particular, the second point marked with a square in fig. 1.4 shows that the forcing

amplitude that yields a PD atR0 = 15.12 with sinusoidal forcing (p = 1) is α = 0.1,

the amplitude used to make the bifurcation diagram shown in the bottom panel of

fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: R0 bifurcation diagrams for the annual stroboscopic map of the seasonally
forced SIR model (eq. (1.1)) with different patterns and amplitudes of forcing. In the
top two panels, the forcing pattern is different but the associated amplitudes are the same.
In the bottom two panels, the forcing pattern is the same but the amplitudes are differ-
ent. The fixed parameter values are µ = 0.02/year and 1/γ = 13 days (corresponding
to measles [18]). The values of parameters that vary are indicated in each panel. Thick
lines show stable periodic solutions (attractors) and thin lines show unstable periodic so-
lutions (repellors). At eachR0, the number of points of a given colour indicates the period
of the associated attractor or repellor. The qualitative similarity of the top and bottom
panels shows that different forcing patterns can yield the same bifurcation structure (for
different forcing amplitudes). A precise quantitative correspondence of bifurcation points
is demonstrated in fig. 1.5 and table 1.1. The points highlighted with squares in the top
and bottom panels (at R0 = 15.12) correspond to the similarly highlighted points in the
two-dimensional bifurcation diagram in fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Continuation of the stable period doubling (PD) bifurcation in the two-
dimensional (p,α) parameter plane (see section 4.4 and section 1.5.2). The continu-
ation was initiated at term-time forcing (p = −1) with the amplitude estimated from
data [12, 18, 24] (α = 0.25) and extends beyond sinusoidal forcing (p = 1). The result-
ing function, α(p), shows how the amplitude of seasonality (α) must change as the forcing
pattern (p) is changed, if we wish to fix the values of all the other model parameters (in
particular, R0 = 15.12). The points highlighted with squares correspond to the identically
highlighted points in the top and bottom panels of fig. 1.3.

1.3 Results and discussion

1.3.1 Quantitative invariance

Figure 1.3 displays unexpected similarity of bifurcation diagrams for SIR mod-

els with radically different forcing functions. The close correspondence between

the positions of bifurcations in the top and bottom panels of fig. 1.3 is surprising

given how the diagrams were constructed. We first created the top panel (term-

time forced SIR model bifurcation diagram as a function ofR0). We then made the
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middle panel, using all the same parameter values but with sinusoidal rather than

term-time forcing. To make the bottom panel, we used sinusoidal forcing again

but adjusted the forcing amplitude so that the position (R0 value) of the principal

period doubling bifurcation matched the position of the same bifurcation in the

top panel (R0 = 15.12; see section 4.4). Remarkably, with no further adjustments,

the five fold bifurcations [29] listed in table 1.1 match to similar precision. These

fold bifurcations occur in different parts of the parameter space on disconnected

branches; yet their positions are conserved for a continuous family of forcing func-

tions between term-time and sinusoidal (see fig. 1.5, table 1.1, and supplementary

material), suggesting that the global dynamical structure of the model is deter-

mined by a property of the forcing function that is independent of its shape.

Forcing Function R0 Bifurcation Point

p α PD (2) Fold (3) Fold (4) Fold (5) Fold (6) Fold (7)

−1.00 0.2500 15.1199 8.8991 6.2374 4.9755 4.2623 3.8094

−0.50 0.1012 15.1254 8.9014 6.2363 4.9713 4.2554 3.7995

0.00 0.0782 15.1146 8.8946 6.2247 4.9554 4.2357 3.7758

0.25 0.0839 15.1248 8.8992 6.2292 4.9599 4.2401 3.7800

1.00 0.1000 15.1234 8.8976 6.2269 4.9571 4.2370 3.7767

2.00 0.1182 15.1240 8.8972 6.2261 4.9558 4.2354 3.7749

Relative Difference 0.0004 0.0005 0.0020 0.0040 0.0063 0.0090

Table 1.1: Invariance of fold bifurcations [29] at differentR0 values when the principal
period doubling (PD) bifurcation at R0 = 15.12 is matched. Fold (n) refers to a fold
bifurcation that gives rise to a period n attractor (an n-year epidemic cycle) as R0 is in-
creased. The PD does not occur at precisely the same R0 for each (p, α) pair due to slight
inaccuracies of the numerical continuation software [30, 31]. The relative difference refers
to max[(x − xtt)/xtt], where x is the value of R0 at the bifurcation of interest and xtt is its
value for term-time forcing (p = −1). All the data in this table are plotted in fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Graphical representation of bifurcation invariance in the seasonally forced
SIR model (eq. (1.1)). For six forcing patterns (p, left vertical axis) and amplitudes deter-
mined by the function shown in fig. 1.4 (α(p), right vertical axis), the values of R0 (hor-
izontal axis) at which bifurcations occur are indicated (with colours that correspond to
those used in fig. 1.3). Period doubling (PD) bifurcations are shown with squares and fold
bifurcations are shown with circles. The PD that is fixed by construction is shown with
solid black squares. Folds that turn out to be invariant are marked with solid circles (these
are all of the “birth folds”). Other non-invariant bifurcations (“death folds” and interme-
diate PDs) are marked with open symbols. The full R0 bifurcation diagrams for p = −1
(term-time forcing) and p = 1 (sinusoidal forcing) are shown in the top and bottom panels
of fig. 1.3; the full bifurcation diagrams associated with each of the six forcing patterns are
shown in section 1.8.

1.3.2 Qualitative invariance

Some aspects of the invariance are qualitative rather than quantitative. While the

fold bifurcations at the left of the five “fold branches” in the R0 bifurcation dia-

grams (fig. 1.3) appear to be invariant provided the position of the principal period

doubling is conserved, the folds at the right edges of these branches do not line up

precisely. Thus, the observed quantitative invariance is restricted to the “births” of

these branches and not their “deaths”. Nevertheless, the main qualitative structure

is preserved.
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1.3.3 Unknown source of invariance

What the bifurcation-conserving property might be is not clear. Preliminary work

indicated that fixing the average spectral power in the forcing function might be

sufficient to conserve the bifurcation structure [24], but detailed analysis shows

this to be false (see fig. 1.7). With the hope of identifying another spectral fea-

ture that might be associated with invariance of bifurcations, we also considered

the shape of the full power spectrum of the forcing function. Unfortunately, as the

pattern of forcing is smoothly changed from term-time to sinusoidal while keeping

the bifurcation structure constant (see fig. 1.11), the full spectrum varies dramat-

ically and no specific spectral feature underlying the observed bifurcation invari-

ance was apparent to us.

1.3.4 Summary of results

Figure 1.5 and table 1.1 summarize our main results. Our continuation of the sta-

ble period doubling (PD) bifurcation (fig. 1.4) determines the forcing amplitude

that yields the same R0 value for the PD for each member of the family of forcing

functions, including term-time (p = −1, α = 0.25) and sinusoidal (p = 1, α = 0.1).

This fact is indicated in fig. 1.5 by the vertical alignment of the black squares (each

square occurs at R0 = 15.12). The filled circles of each colour are also aligned ver-

tically in fig. 1.5, showing that as R0 increases the positions of all the folds that

create attractors with periods longer than two years are invariant with respect to

the forcing pattern. Table 1.1 shows that these “birth folds” are invariant to simi-

lar precision as the PD as it is continued. The open circles and squares in fig. 1.5

show that the positions of other bifurcations—the corresponding “death folds”
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and some intermediate PDs that appear in the longest period fold branches as p is

increased—are not invariant to the shape of the forcing function.

1.4 Conclusion

The bifurcation invariance that we have observed in the seasonally forced SIR

model has significant practical importance, since the form of forcing in real in-

fectious disease systems is never known precisely.

From a theoretical perspective, valuable rigorous analyses (e.g., proving the co-

existence of multiple attractors [32] or the existence of chaos [33]) can be performed

more easily if sinusoidal forcing is assumed; given the bifurcation invariance, such

analyses are likely less dependent on the pattern of forcing than might previously

have been thought.

From an applied perspective, predicting transitions in epidemic patterns [12,

18,24,26] depends on estimates of the pattern of forcing [34–37], which can change

in both amplitude and shape over decades or centuries [26, 36]; the bifurcation

invariance helps explain why transition analyses have worked so well [12, 24, 26,

36], in spite of crude estimates of transmission forcing.

Why such bifurcation invariance occurs, and the extent to which it can be gen-

eralized to other periodically forced dynamical systems [28, 38, 39], remains to be

seen. The SIR model is one of the very simplest nonlinear systems, having only

a single quadratic nonlinearity. As a first step towards generalization, we have

found that the type of invariance exhibited by the SIR model is also displayed by

a periodically forced predator-prey model (section 1.6.2). It seems likely that sim-
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ilar invariances occur in many other forced dynamical systems. If a property can

be identified that produces the observed invariance, this may lead to important

general insights about periodically forced dynamical systems.

In the meantime, dynamical phenomena observed in idealized population

models employing sinuoidal forcing [22, 32, 33, 40–43] can reasonably be assumed

to be relevant to epidemics and ecosystems in the real world, and epidemiologi-

cal transition analyses [12, 18, 24, 26, 36] can be conducted with confidence using

imperfectly estimated transmission forcing.

1.5 Supplementary methods

1.5.1 Definition of the family of forcing functions

Our family of forcing functions, βp(t), is parameterized by the shape variable p ∈

[−1, 1] and includes three important members: term-time forcing, p = −1, square

wave forcing, p = 0, and sinusoidal forcing, p = 1 (see panels 1, 3, and 5 of fig. 1.2

of the main text, respectively). In the main text, we also use the notation βtt(t) =

β−1(t) and βcos(t) = β1(t)1. Here we describe how any one of these functions is

transformed into the others as p varies.

Shape function

We begin by defining a basic “shape function” for each part of the transformation:

−1 ≤ p ≤ 0 (term-time to square wave), and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 (square wave to sinusoid).

1Table 1.5 gives a complete list of symbols used in the analysis of the SIR model.
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These functions are centred about the t-axis and have maximum and minimum

values of ±1. Once we have defined these shape functions, we will stretch and

shift them accordingly to obtain the family of forcing functions, βp(t).

The shape function for the term-time forcing to the square wave portion of our

family (−1 ≤ p ≤ 0 ) is defined as follows:

TTtoSquare(t, p) :=


1 school days,

−1 non-school days,
(1.10)

where school days and non-school days get scaled linearly with p. This transfor-

mation is most easily understood via the animation in fig. 1.6, but the details are

as follows. All school holiday breaks start at their full width when p = −1. As p

increases, all breaks (except summer) shrink linearly in width such that they dis-

appear just as p = 0. The summer holiday starts at its full width when p = −1 and

widens into a single half-year break centred at t = 0.5 just as p = 0 (as required for

the square wave). We use the United Kingdom calendar of school days to define

our term-time forcing function throughout this work (see table 1.2).

School Break Calendar Dates Model Days

Christmas December 21 - January 6 356 - 6

Easter April 10 - 25 100 - 115

Summer July 19 - September 8 200 - 251

Autumn Half-Term October 27 - November 3 300 - 307

Table 1.2: School breaks in the United Kingdom. We use these dates to define the term-
time forcing function.

The shape function for the square wave to sinusoidal forcing portion of our

family (0 < p ≤ 1) is defined as follows:

SquaretoCos(t, p) := sign(cos(2πt))| cos(2πt)|p, (1.11)
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Figure 1.6: An animation of the family of shape functions, s(t, p), as p increases from
−1 to 2. The plus and minus buttons can be used to increase and decrease the frame rate,
respectively. This animation may not work unless this document is viewed using Adobe
Acrobat Reader.

where sign(x) is the signum function, which evaluates to 1 if x > 0, −1 if x < 0,

and 0 otherwise. We piece together both parts of the transformation into one shape

function:

s(t, p) :=


TTtoSquare(t, p) if − 1 ≤ p ≤ 0,

SquaretoCos(t, p) if 0 < p ≤ 1.

(1.12)

Note that, for the purposes of connecting term-time to sinusoidal forcing, we

only need to consider p ∈ [−1, 1], but there is no reason we cannot consider p > 1

(and indeed we do).

Seasonal beta

Now that we have the shape function defined, we can proceed to shifting and

scaling it as required. Firstly, it is important to ensure that the mean value of any
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forcing function over one period, 〈β〉2, remains constant as we vary p, since R0 =

〈β〉/(γ + µ) (if 〈β〉 changes as p varies, then we cannot compare different forcing

functions usingR0 bifurcation diagrams).

Note that, the average value of s(t, p) over one period for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 is constant

(equal to zero), and simply shifting s(t, p) vertically by 〈β〉would suffice to ensure

that 〈βp(t)〉 = 〈β〉 for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. However, for the term-time to square wave portion

of the transformation, the average value of s(t, p) is always greater than zero, since

students are in school more than they are on holiday, and so we must shift the

shape function down by a value dependent on p for −1 ≤ p ≤ 0. In particular, we

shift s(t, p) down by 1− 2ps(p), where ps(p) gives the proportion of the school year

spent in school.

Thus, we define a new function, oscp(t), which adjusts the shape function, s(t, p)

to ensure that 〈oscp(t)〉 = 0 for all p ∈ [−1, 1], as follows:

oscp(t) :=


s(t, p) + (1− 2ps(p)) if − 1 ≤ p ≤ 0,

s(t, p) if 0 < p ≤ 1.

(1.13)

Finally, we define βp(t) by vertically scaling oscp(t) with the amplitude of sea-

sonality, α, and by shifting it vertically by 〈β〉, as follows:

βp(t) = 〈β〉[1 + α oscp(t)]. (1.14)

A plot of the members of this family used in fig. 1.5 of the main text is given in

fig. 1.2.

2We will use 〈·〉 to denote the average value of a periodic function over one period throughout
this work.
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To ensure that βp(t) ≥ 0, we require that [25]

α ≤ 1

2ps(p)
. (1.15)

1.5.2 Computing bifurcation diagrams using xppaut and AUTO

We use the xppaut [30] guide in [18] to create all R0 bifurcation diagrams in this

paper. In this section, we supplement the guide in [18] with further sample code,

as well as instructions on how to both run this code and interact with xppaut

to create bifurcation diagrams. For a guide to the theory of the bifurcations and

stroboscopic (Poincaré) maps, see [28].

One parameter bifurcation diagrams inR0

To create R0 bifurcation diagrams (such as those in fig. 1.3 of the main text), we

first generate initial “brute force” R0 bifurcation diagrams. This method involves

fixing anR0 value, solving the system numerically forward in time, and recording

the value of I(t) after enough time has passed that the solution has settled onto an

attractor. Sample xppaut code that generates data for one brute force bifurcation

diagram can be found in section 1.9.2.

The brute force method is disadvantageous as it is computationally intensive

and only captures asymptotically stable solutions (attractors). However, in order

to use AUTO (via its interface in xppaut) to generate bifurcation diagrams that

include both attractors and repellors, we must start from an equilibrium. Also,

since there are many different equilibria in this system, it is useful to use the brute

force method to generate specific initial conditions for different attractors to ensure
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we can find them all in AUTO. These initial conditions are extracted from brute force

data using the script found in section 1.9.3 and then used in xppaut to generate

bifurcation diagrams in AUTO (following the detailed instructions in [18]). Sample

xppaut code for this purpose can be found in section 1.9.4.

Once the one parameter bifurcation diagram has been computed in AUTO, se-

lect the bifurcation you wish to keep fixed in the AUTO window by using the

(G)rab3 command. For both the SIR and predator-prey models, we fixed the pe-

riod doubling bifurcation off of the main (period 1) branch. Once the bifurcation

has been “grabbed”, note the value of all parameters (in the Param menu of the

main xppaut window) and the values of the state variables (in the ICs menu of

the xppaut main window). We will use these values in the next step.

Two parameter bifurcation diagrams in α and p

In order to extract the relationship between α(p) that produces the dynamical in-

variance we have discovered (see fig. 1.4 of the main text), we compute a bifurca-

tion diagram in these two parameters, while keeping all other parameters fixed.

We use the initial conditions and parameters noted at the end of the previous step,

pasting them into an xppaut file set up for continuation in α (see section 1.9.5 for

sample code) and launch xppaut with this file. We run the continuation in α just

as we have for the R0 bifurcation diagrams (see section 1.5.2 and [18]), although

with a few modified and additional steps to produce the two-parameter bifurca-

tion in α and p:

1. Launch xppaut

3Throughout this document, xppaut commands are in typerwriter font, with keyboard short-
cuts in parentheses.
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• From the command line, type xppaut <filename>.ode, where

<filename> is replaced by the ode file name.

2. In the main xppaut window, load the parameter set with theR0 bifurcation

you wish you continue in α and p.

• (F)ile → (G)et par set

3. Integrate the system for this parameter set until it settles onto an equilib-

rium. (It is helpful to check the Data window to ensure that the system has

converged to a periodic attractor.)

• (I)nitial cond → (G)o, (I)nitial cond → (L)ast, I → L

→ I → L → ...

4. Launch AUTO

• (F)ile → (A)UTO

All commands are now in AUTO.

5. Begin the continuation in α from the equilibirium point that was just settled

on in xppaut. Note that this starting point is actually the bifurcation in α

that we would like to follow in α and p, and in order to do so, AUTO needs to

identify this point as a bifurcation in α. It will not succeed in identifying this

bifurcation when continuation is started from this point. Instead, we need to

have AUTO pass over this point during a continuation, so we start the contin-

uation in α, and then quickly stop it manually so that there is a point from

which start a continuation backwards and pass over the bifurcation point.

The steps for this proceedure are as follows:
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• (R)un the continuation

• Abort it before your trajectory leaves the display window and stops

automatically at the maximum α value specified

• (G)rab the point at which you aborted the continuation

• Change the sign of the step (N)umerics > Ds to continue backwards

• (R)un the continuation backwards

• (G)rab the newly-identified α bifurcation point

6. Set up a two-parameter bifurcation diagram (the min and max values of the

vertical axis to the range of p may need to be changed in this menu).

• (A)xes → (T)wo par

7. Run the two-parameter continuation. You may need to experiment with

changing the sign and/or size of the step size Ds to compute all parts of

the α(p) curve. For instance, if the continuation seems to stall, try aborting

the continuation and then starting it again after changing the sign of Ds. Al-

ternatively, you can try a larger step size over troublesome α intervals (with

this family of forcing functions, there tends to difficulty around p = 0).

The resulting a(p) curve for the period doubling R0 bifurcation off of the main

branch is plotted in fig. 1.4 of the main text and fig. 1.7 (with the latter including

other curves derived in section 1.6.1).
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Figure 1.7: Several different relationships between the shape parameter, p, and the am-
plitude of seasonalityα. The thicker blue curve corresponds to the curve plotted in fig. 1.4
of the main text and is the continuation of the stable period doubling bifurcation in the
(p, α) plane, starting at term-time forcing (p = −1) with the amplitude estimated from
data α = 0.25 (see section 1.5.2). The points denoted by squares correspond to the forcing
functions used in fig. 1.5 of the main text and section 1.8, and are plotted in fig. 1.2. The
other two curves denote fixed average power (see section 1.6.1), where each point on these
curves corresponds to anR0 bifurcation diagram in section 1.6.1.
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1.6 Supplementary discussion

1.6.1 Spectral power

The family of forcing functions connecting term-time and sinusoidal forcing is con-

structed arbitrarily; there are infinitely many ways of connecting these two func-

tions. Thus, we hope to find some way of characterizing these forcing functions in

a more generic way beyond (p, α), the parameters of this particular family. Ideally,

this property would help explain why it is that we are able to conserve bifurcation

structure—by simply adjusting the amplitude of forcing—despite significantly al-

tering the shape of the forcing function. Previous work [24] suggests that average

spectral power could characterize periodic signals beyond their specific shape.

Average spectral power

We calculate the average spectral power, P(p, α), of each member of our family

of forcing functions by integrating the square of the signal over one period (for

t ∈ [0, 1]) [44].
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First, assume that −1 ≤ p ≤ 0:

P(p, α) =

∫ 1

0

(βp(t))
2 dt, (1.16a)

=

∫ 1

0

(α[s(t, p) + (1− 2ps(p))])
2 dt, (1.16b)

=

∫
school days

(α[1 + (1− 2ps(p))])
2 dt

+

∫
non-school days

(α[−1 + (1− 2ps(p))])
2 dt, (1.16c)

=

∫
school days

(2− 2ps(p))
2α2 dt+

∫
non-school days

(−2ps(p))
2α2 dt, (1.16d)

= α2

[
(2− 2ps(p))

2

∫
school days

dt+ (−2ps(p))
2

∫
non-school days

dt

]
, (1.16e)

= α2[(2− 2ps(p))
2(ps(p)) + (−2ps(p))

2(1− ps(p))], (1.16f)

= 4α2ps(p)(1− ps(p)). (1.16g)

Now assume that 0 < p ≤ 1:

P(p, α) =

∫ 1

0

(βp(t))
2 dt, (1.17a)

=

∫ 1

0

[α sign(cos(2πt)) | cos(2πt)|p ]2 dt, (1.17b)

= α2

∫ 1

0

[cos2(2πt)]p dt. (1.17c)

Letting θ = 2πt, we have that dθ = 2πdt, and so from eq. (1.17c), we get

P(p, α) =
α2

2π

∫ 2π

0

[cos2(θ)]p dθ. (1.18)

Note that cos2(θ) is symmetric about θ = nπ
2

for every n ∈ Z, so over the interval

[0, 2π], we have the property that∫ 2π

0

cos2(θ) dθ = 4

∫ π
2

0

cos2(θ) dθ. (1.19)
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This symmetry is preserved for any power p ≥ 0 in eq. (1.18), and so we have that

P(p, α) =
α2

2π

∫ 2π

0

[cos2(θ)]p dθ, (1.20a)

=
α2

2π

[
4

∫ π
2

0

[cos2(θ)]p dθ

]
, (1.20b)

=
2α2

π

∫ π
2

0

cos2p(θ) dθ. (1.20c)

Then, using defintion 5.12.1 and identity 5.12.2 from [45], we have that∫ π
2

0

sin2a−1(θ) cos2b−1(θ) dθ =
1

2

Γ(a)Γ(b)

Γ(a+ b)
, a, b > 0, (1.21)

where Γ(x) =
∫∞

0
tx−1e−t dt is Euler’s gamma function, which can be applied to

eq. (1.20c) by setting a = 1
2

and b = p+ 1
2

(for p > −1
2
) to get

P(p, α) =
2α2

π

∫ π
2

0

cos2p(θ) dθ (1.22a)

=
2α2

π

[
1

2

Γ(1
2
)Γ(p+ 1

2
)

Γ(p+ 1)

]
(1.22b)

=
α2

√
π

Γ(p+ 1
2
)

Γ(p+ 1)
. (1.22c)

Thus, the average power of any member of our family of forcing functions can

be calculated using the following formula:

P(p, α) =



4(1− ps(p))ps(p)α
2 for − 1 ≤ p ≤ 0;

α2 Γ(p+ 1
2
)√

π Γ(p+ 1)
for p ≥ 0.

(1.23)

The resultant average power surface is plotted in fig. 1.8.

These expressions make it easy for us to compare the average power of forcing

functions that generate qualitatively equivalent dynamics (those used in fig. 1.5

of the main text, for instance) and we see that among such forcing functions, the

average power varies (see table 1.3).
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Figure 1.8: Average power, P(p,α), for our family of forcing functions, plotted for a
range of the shape parameter, p, and the amplitude of seasonality, α.

p α Average Power

−1.00 0.250 0.0471

−0.50 0.101 0.0096

0.00 0.078 0.0061

0.25 0.084 0.0054

1.00 0.100 0.0050

Table 1.3: Average spectral power calculated for the forcing functions featured in fig. 1.5
of the main text per forcing period (one year).
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Although these average power values are not equivalent, it is not clear how

much variance in average power would constitute a “large” difference with re-

spect to the resultant dynamics. Thus, we consider whether fixed average power

among forcing functions could lead to an invariance in bifurcation structure. We

fix average power in two cases: term-time forcing (p = −1) with α = 0.25 and

sinusoidal forcing (p = 1) with α = 0.1. We then generate two α(p) curves, one

where P(p, α) = P(−1, 0.25) and another where P(p, α) = P(1, 0.1) (see fig. 1.7).

We check whether forcing functions with fixed average power could yield qual-

itatively equivalent dynamics. In fig. 1.9, we compare the R0 bifurcations dia-

grams of two forcing functions with P(p, α) = P(−1, 0.25): term-time forcing with

α = 0.25 and sinusoidal forcing with α = 0.3070 (the latter is marked with a

dark green point in fig. 1.7). Similarly, in fig. 1.10, we consider the case where

P(p, α) = P(1, 0.1) by comparing sinusoidal forcing with α = 0.1 to that of term-

time forcing with α = 0.0814 (marked with a purple point in fig. 1.7). We conclude

that fixed average power cannot account for the observed dynamical invariance.

Power spectra

While average power is not invariant among forcing functions that yield qualita-

tively equivalent dynamics, perhaps it is too crude of a measure to capture the

observed relationship. Another, finer, property of a signal that could character-

ize these forcing functions beyond their specific shape is the full power spectrum.

In fig. 1.11, we plot the power spectra for the forcing functions used in fig. 1.5 of

the main text. However, just as with the average power of each signal, the power

spectra are too distinct to explain the dynamical invariance we seek to understand.
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Figure 1.9: R0 bifurcation diagrams for term-time and sinusoidal forcing with fixed
total power, where P(p,α) = P(−1,0.25) (see fig. 1.7).
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Figure 1.10: R0 bifurcation diagrams for term-time and sinusoidal forcing with fixed
total power, where P(p,α) = P(1,0.1) (see fig. 1.7).
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Figure 1.11: Power spectra for the forcing functions used in fig. 1.5 of the main text
(denoted by square points in fig. 1.7).
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1.6.2 Invariance of bifurcations in a seasonally-forced predator-

prey model

Invariance of bifurcations similar to that shown for the SIR model in fig. 1.5 of the

main text can be found in a seasonally-forced predator-prey model.

Model

Let x, y represent the population of prey and predators, respectively (normalized

to the carrying capacity of prey). The growth and decay of each population is

governed by two coupled differential equations:

x′ = ε(1− x) + rx(1− x)− ρ(t)xy, (1.24a)

y′ = δρ(t)xy − y. (1.24b)

The prey population grows according to a combination of density-dependent im-

migration at rate ε and logistic growth at maximum rate r, and decays due to con-

sumption by predators at a time-dependent rate ρ(t) (per predator). The predator

grows due to consumption of prey, though at a discounted rate δρ(t), with δ repre-

senting the efficiency of biomass conversion from prey to predator. Similar models

have previously been analyzed in [40–43].

Seasonal forcing occurs in the time-dependent interaction rate, ρ(t) and we as-

sume the same form as that of the family of forcing functions defined for the SIR

model (see section 1.5.1):

ρ(t) = ρ0[1 + α oscp(t)]. (1.25)

The parameter ρ0 represents the average value of the interaction rate between
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species, α is the amplitude of forcing, and p is the forcing function shape parame-

ter.

While there is an analogy between predator-prey and infective-susceptible

models, we emphasize that the two models we have considered are mathemati-

cally distinct. The formal structural differences between the predator-prey model

(eq. (1.24)) and the SIR model (eq. (1.1)) are the nonlinear (logistic) prey growth

term and the imperfect conversion of prey biomass into predator biomass.

Results

We observe a similar quantitative invariance in the structure of the ρ0 bifurcation

diagrams for this model as with the R0 bifurcation diagrams for the SIR model

(see fig. 1.12). When the seasonal amplitude of forcing is adjusted according to the

p(α) function for this model (fig. 1.13), which is derived by fixing the ρ0 value of

the principal period doubling bifurcation, the four fold bifurcations listed in ta-

ble 1.4 match to similar precision. Other bifurcations are also compared in fig. 1.14

for three forcing functions with amplitudes taken from fig. 1.13. While the “birth

fold” bifurcation locations are invariant among the forcing functions, correspond-

ing “death folds” and intermediate period doubling bifurcations are not (e.g., the

period 6 branch in fig. 1.14). Because many bifurcations occur in a small range

of ρ0, we show a stretched version of fig. 1.14 in fig. 1.15; the invariances remain

apparent in this diagram, and the non-invariances are much clearer.
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Forcing Function ρ0 Bifurcation Point

p α PD (2) Fold (3) Fold (4) Fold (5) Fold (6)

0.0 0.1170 22.5995 8.23380 4.87989 4.14535 3.95685

0.5 0.1344 22.5995 8.23231 4.87817 4.14287 3.94968

1.0 0.15 22.5995 8.23206 4.87764 4.14136 3.94474

Relative Difference 0.0000 0.00021 0.00046 0.00096 0.00306

Table 1.4: Invariance of fold bifurcations [29] in a seasonally forced predator-prey model
(eq. (1.24), eq. (1.25)) at different ρ0 values when the principal period doubling (PD)
bifurcation at ρ0 = 22.5995 is matched. Fold (n) refers to a fold bifurcation that gives
rise to a period n attractor (an n-year population cycle) as ρ0 is increased. The PD does not
occur at precisely the same ρ for each (p, α) pair due to slight inaccuracies of the numerical
continuation software [30,31]. The relative difference refers to max[(x− xsqu)/xsqu], where
x is the value of ρ0 at the bifurcation of interest and xsqu is its value for square wave forcing
(p = 0). All the data in this table are plotted in fig. 1.14.
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Figure 1.12: ρ0 bifurcation diagrams for the annual stroboscopic map of the seasonally
forced predator-prey model (eq. (1.24)) with different patterns and amplitudes of forc-
ing. In the top two panels, the forcing pattern is different but the associated amplitudes
are the same. In the bottom two panels, the forcing pattern is the same but the amplitudes
are different. For all panels, ε = 10−3, r = 10−2, δ = 1/2. The values of parameters that
vary are indicated in each panel. Thick lines show stable periodic solutions (attractors) and
thin lines show unstable periodic solutions (repellors). At each ρ0, the number of points
of a given colour indicates the period of the associated attractor or repellor. The qualita-
tive similarity of the top and bottom panels shows that different forcing patterns can yield
the same bifurcation structure (for different forcing amplitudes). A precise quantitative
correspondence of bifurcation points is demonstrated in fig. 1.14 and table 1.4. The points
highlighted with squares in the top and bottom panels (at ρ0 = 22.5995) correspond to the
similarly highlighted points in the two-dimensional bifurcation diagram in fig. 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Continuation of the stable period doubling (PD) bifurcation in the two-
dimensional (p,α) parameter plane (see section 4.4 and section 1.5.2). The continuation
was initated at sinusoidal forcing (p = 1) with the amplitude α = 0.15 and extends to
square wave forcing (p = 0). The resulting function, α(p), shows how the amplitude of
seasonality (α) must change as the forcing pattern (p) is changed, if we wish to fix the val-
ues of all the other model parameters (in particular, ρ0 = 22.5995). The points highlighted
with squares correspond to the similarly highlighted points in the top and bottom panels
of fig. 1.12.
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Figure 1.14: Graphical representation of bifurcation invariance in the seasonally forced
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are all of the “birth folds”). Other non-invariant bifurcations (“death folds” and intermedi-
ate PDs) are marked with open symbols. The full ρ0 bifurcation diagrams for p = 0 (square
wave forcing) and p = 1 (sinusoidal forcing) are shown in the top and bottom panels of
fig. 1.12.
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Figure 1.15: The same bifurcation data as in fig. 1.14, but for a smaller interval in ρ0.
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1.7 Supplementary tables

Symbol Meaning Units

t time years

S proportion of susceptible individuals —

I proportion of infected individuals —

R proportion of removed individuals —

β disease transmission rate 1/years

γ disease recovery rate 1/years

µ per capita birth rate, natural death rate 1/years

R0 basic reproduction number —

α amplitude of seasonality —

〈β〉 mean disease transmission rate 1/years

ps proportion of the year children spend in school —

p forcing function shape parameter —

βcos(t) sinusoidal disease transmission rate 1/years

βtt(t) term-time disease transmission rate 1/years

βhigh high disease transmission rate 1/ years

βlow low disease transmission rate 1/ years

osctt(t) term-time oscillation function —

oscp(t) oscillation function, —

parameterized by the shape parameter, p

βp(t) disease transmission rate, 1/years

parameterized by the shape parameter, p

P(p, α) average power in forcing function 1/years

Table 1.5: List of symbols used in the SIR model, their meanings, and units.
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1.7.1 Initial conditions forR0 bifurcation diagrams

The following tables give the xppaut initial conditions used to generate the R0

bifurcation diagrams in section 1.8.

Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.9216724 −3.3829732 8.3999996

Period 2 −1.2411177 −3.2906444 20.9699990

Period 3 −1.006153 −3.1036749 12.2100000

Period 4 −1.0476377 −4.1699929 8.9600000

Period 5 −0.95821649 −4.15801 7.1399999

Period 6 −0.79773831 −7.3171558 6.1399999

Period 7 −0.8987931 −4.5482569 5.8400002

Table 1.6: Initial conditions for fig. 1.16, where (p,α) = (−1,0.25).

Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.93079025 −3.2840197 8.6099997

Period 2 −1.2075626 −3.057709 18.4950010

Period 3 −1.0044775 −4.3511157 10.6650000

Period 4 −0.95428139 −5.5148168 8.7600002

Period 5 −0.69504982 −4.2612557 5.5349998

Period 6 −0.81840485 −7.6078467 6.4949999

Period 7 −0.89881647 −4.7360983 5.8800001

Table 1.7: Initial conditions for fig. 1.17, where (p,α) = (−0.5,0.101).
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Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.73213571 −3.2581513 5.4299998

Period 2 −1.2447836 −2.8120999 20.4000000

Period 3 −1.149428 −4.3156195 12.2100000

Period 4 −0.94534254 −5.2238641 10.3050000

Period 5 −0.66928089 −3.9008913 5.1900001

Period 6 −0.6259011 −5.1727471 4.5000000

Period 7 −0.64729881 −5.3032851 4.0200000

Table 1.8: Initial conditions for fig. 1.18, where (p,α) = (0,0.078).

Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.9165343 −3.2248225 8.3400002

Period 2 −1.2146921 −2.8767755 18.5550000

Period 3 −1.053017 −3.8600008 10.1700000

Period 4 −1.1204562 −4.8990722 10.4850000

Period 5 −0.90001303 −2.1649606 8.8800001

Period 6 −0.8862555 −8.7333384 7.7100000

Period 7 −0.74673504 −8.0441036 6.4949999

Table 1.9: Initial conditions for fig. 1.19, where (p,α) = (0.25,0.084).
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Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.87659162 −3.2304842 7.5999999

Period 2 −1.2681592 −2.7434311 21.7800010

Period 3 −1.0293249 −2.6030924 12.3600000

Period 4 −1.0524955 −4.4974136 9.2399998

Period 5 −0.70523274 −4.2141695 5.7199998

Period 6 −0.70315689, −3.7062016 4.3800001

Period 7 −0.97648102 −5.562336 6.7350001

Table 1.10: Initial conditions for fig. 1.20, where (p,α) = (1,0.1).

Branch log (S0) log (I0) R0

Period 1 −0.87659162 −3.2304842 7.5999999

Period 2 −1.2681592 −2.7434311 21.7800010

Period 3 −1.0293249 −2.6030924 12.3600000

Period 4 −0.94534254 −5.2238641 10.3050000

Period 5 −0.70523274 −4.2141695 5.7199998

Period 6 −0.70315689, −3.7062016 4.3800001

Period 7 −0.97648102 −5.562336 6.7350001

Table 1.11: Initial conditions for fig. 1.21, where (p,α) = (2,0.118).
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1.8 SupplementaryR0 bifurcation diagrams

The following plots are the full R0 bifurcation diagrams for the forcing functions

used in fig. 1.5 of the main text (marked with squares points in fig. 1.7). These are

also the forcing functions for which both the average spectral power and power

spectra have been computed (see table 1.3 and fig. 1.11, respectively). The xppaut

initial conditions used to compute each R0 bifurcation diagram are given in sec-

tion 1.7.1.

Figure 1.16: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (−1,0.25).
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Figure 1.17: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (−0.5,0.101).

Figure 1.18: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (0,0.078).
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Figure 1.19: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (0.25,0.084).

Figure 1.20: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (1,0.1).
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Figure 1.21: R0 bifurcation diagram for (p,α) = (2,0.1118).
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1.9 Supplementary code

1.9.1 Technical specifications

The code used for this project was prepared most recently on a Macintosh com-

puter running:

• Mac OS X version 10.13.6

• xppaut version 7.0

• version 3.4.4 (2018-03-15) – “Someone to Lean On”

• Apple LLVM version 10.0.0 (clang-1000.11.45.2)

1.9.2 Sample code for generating brute force R0 bifurcation dia-

grams

This .ode file can be run silently in xppaut from the command line using the

following command:
xppaut bruteforce_forcedSIR_p-1a025.ode -silent

#################################################################
## bruteforce_forcedSIR_p-1a025.ode
## Author: Irena Papst
## Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)
##
## Brute force bifurcation diagram for the seasonally forced
## SIR model using a family of seasonal forcing functions
## (with shape parameter p)
## ranging from term-time forcing (p=-1)
## to sinusoidal forcing (p=1)
## with a square wave in between (p=0)
#################################################################
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############
## OUTPUT ##
############

## filename for output to be saved
@ output=bruteforce_forcedSIR_p-1a025.dat

################
## PARAMETERS ##
################

## For the Forcing Function
# p determines shape of forcing function
# where p=-1 is ttf, p=0 is the square wave, p=1 is sinusoidal
par p=-1

## For the ODEs
# mean lifetime 1/mu = 50 years
# mean infectious period 1/gamma = 13 days = 0.0356 years
# amplitude of seasonality alpha = 0.25
par mu=0.02, gamma=28.08, Rzero=17, a=0.25

#######################
## FORCING FUNCTIONS ##
#######################

## PART 1. TERM TIME FORCING TO SQUARE WAVE
#############################################

## Define endpoints of breaks for term-time forcing
#####################################################

# Number of breaks in ttf
numbreaks=5

# Easter Break
b1=99
e1=114

# Summer Break
b2=195
e2=250

# Autumn Break
b3=299
e3=306

# Christmas Break, Part 1
b4=355
e4=365

# Christmas Break, Part 2
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b5=0
e5=5

## Calculate widths and centers for breaks &
## define waves for each break
#################################################################

# Formulas

# Width of Break
w(b,e)=(e-b)/365

# Center of Break
c(b,e)=(b+e)/(2*365)

# Break Wave
break(t,p,wid,cent)=sign(abs(mod(t,1)-cent)+p*wid/2)

# Easter Break
w1=w(b1,e1)
c1=c(b1,e1)
eas(t,p)=break(t,p,w1,c1)

# Summer Break
wSum=w(b2,e2)
cSum=c(b2,e2)

# Autumn Break
w3=w(b3,e3)
c3=c(b3,e3)
aut(t,p)=break(t,p,w3,c3)

# Christmas Break, Part 1
w4=w(b4,e4)
c4=c(b4,e4)
chr1(t,p)=break(t,p,w4,c4)

# Christmas Break, Part 2
w5=w(b5,e5)
c5=c(b5,e5)
chr2(t,p)=break(t,p,w5,c5)

# Square Wave Summer Break
wSqu=0.5
cSqu=0.5
squsum(t,p)=sign(abs(mod(t,1)-(abs(p)*cSum+(1-abs(p))*cSqu))

-((abs(p))*wSum+(1-abs(p))*wSqu)/2)

# Term Time to Square Wave

ttftosqu(t,p)=sign(eas(t,p)+aut(t,p)+chr1(t,p)+chr2(t,p)+squsum(t,p)
-(numbreaks-1))
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# need to shift sum of all breaks down by numbreak-1 to ensure the
sum

# of waves is centred about the x-axis before taking the sign of them
all

## PART 2. SQUARE WAVE TO COSINE
##################################

squtocos(t,p)=sign(cos(2*pi*t))*abs(cos(2*pi*t))^p

## PART 3. TTF TO COSINE SHAPE FUNCTION
#########################################

trans(t,p)=(1-heav(p))*ttftosqu(t,p)+(heav(p))*squtocos(t,p)

## Shift and Scale to get beta(t,p)
#####################################

# Calculate the proportion of the year spent in school
# (used in shifting the forcing functions to ensure that
# the average value of each forcing function is always
# beta0 = mean beta)
ps(p)=1-abs(p)*(w1+wSum+w3+w4+w5)-(1-abs(p))*wSqu

# Family of Forcing Functions
beta0=Rzero*(gamma+mu)
beta=beta0*(1+a*((1-heav(p))*(trans(t,p)+(1-2*ps(p)))+(heav(p))*(

trans(t,p))))

############################
## DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ##
############################
s’=mu-beta*s*i-mu*s
i’=beta*s*i-(gamma+mu)*i

########################
## INITIAL CONDITIONS ##
########################

init S=0.9, I=0.001

#########################
## AUXILIARY VARIABLES ##
#########################

aux R0=Rzero
aux log10s=log10(s)
aux log10i=log10(i)

##################
## PLOT OPTIONS ##
##################
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## xp=variable on x axis, yp=variable on y axis
@ xp=R0, yp=log10i

## limits on plot
@ xlo=0, xhi=40, yhi=0, ylo=-25

## background colour for plot
@ back=white

#########################
## POINCARE MAP SET UP ##
#########################

@ poimap=section, poivar=t, poipln=1

#####################
## BIF DIAG SET UP ##
#####################

@ range=1, rangeover=Rzero, rangestep=1500
@ rangelow=0, rangehigh=30, rangereset=no

#########################
## INTEGRATION OPTIONS ##
#########################

## total time of integration
@ total=650

## transient time
@ trans=600

## time step for integration
@ dt=0.001

#####################################
## STORAGE and DATA SAVING OPTIONS ##
#####################################

## max number of time points to store (default 5000)
@ maxstor=2000000

done
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1.9.3 Script to extract AUTO initial conditions from brute force bi-

furcation data

The following script takes brute force simulation data and generates an .ode file

for computing full bifurcation diagrams in AUTO. The script first scans the brute

force data for equilibria of each period present, and extracts initial conditions and

other parameter values, pasting them into xppaut-formatted parameter sets. The

script then writes an .ode file ready to use in xppaut. In order to write this

file, the script must be able to access the remaining file parts (that stay the same

between parameter sets), included here below the main script.

Main script:
###########################################################
## ExtractAutoIC.R
## Author: Irena Papst
## Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)
##
## Read a brute force bifurcation diagram output file and
## for each period that occurs, save a single point to be
## used as an initial condition in AUTO
###########################################################

## Set where data is coming from (either "bruteforce" or "xpp")
## bruteforce: initial bruteforce simulations
## xpp: converged initial conditions exported from xppaut
type <- "bruteforce"
# type <- "xpp"

## Set arguments bruteforce data function
this_date <- "180821"
datdir <- paste0("../../bruteforce/dat-", this_date)
bfdatfile_prefix <- "bf_mm_run"
odefile_prefix <- paste0(this_date, "-run")
jobslist <- 1 # empty string does all jobs;
# otherwise provide list of job numbers
bifrange <- c(1,10) # no trimming, by default
# bifrange <- c(10,15)

## Set argument for xpp data function
# jobno <- 1
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# brnos <- c(1,3)
# params <- data.frame(p=1,alpha=0.101717, delta=0.75, eps

=0.0007117438)

## Get p-alpha pairs
# i <- 1 # desired row number in p-alpha pairs array
# load("../bf_alpha/run13/p_alpha_pairs.Rdata")
# params <- data.frame(p=palpha.pairs$p[i], alpha=palpha.pairs$alpha[

i], delta=0.75, eps=0.0007117438)

####################
## MAIN FUNCTIONS ##
####################

## GENERATE ODE FILE FOR USE WITH AUTO FROM BRUTEFORCE SIMULATION
DATA

extractAutoIC_bf <- function(datdir,
bfdatfile_prefix, odefile_prefix,
this_date, bifrange=c(),
jobslist="", maxper=6){

## datdir: directory containing the .dat files
## and the .Rdata file (path relative to location of this script)
## omit trailing "/"

## bfdatfile_prefix: filename prefix for the bruteforce .dat files
## (everthing before the run number)

## odefile_prefix: filename prefix for the .ode files that are
being generated

## for use with AUTO
## (everything before the run number)

## this_date: date in yymmdd-x from data directory
## (where -x is optional for multiple jobs on the same date; x is 1
## for the second job, 2 for the third, etc)

## bifrange: range in bifurcation parameter for which to extract
ICs;

## should be a list of length two: c(bifmin, bifmax)
## an empty list means we look at the entire range of the bif par

from
## simulations

## jobslist: (optional) list of integers denoting job numbers for
which to create .ode file

## by default, if no jobslist is provided,
## loop through all jobs found in in parameter .Rdata file

## maxper: largest period for which to generate an IC set
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###############################

## Load parameters for each run (job info)
load(paste0(datdir, "/jobsLegend.Rdata"))

if (jobslist==""){ ## if no specific jobslist is provided, loop
through all of them

jobslist <- jobs$jobno
} ## otherwise, use jobslist passed as argument

## loop through the job numbers
for (jobno in jobslist){

## LOAD DATA

## Get parameter values
params <- jobs[jobno,]

## Generatee filename for this particular bruteforce .dat file
file <- paste0(datdir, "/", bfdatfile_prefix, jobno, ".dat")

## Read data
bfd <- read.table(file,

col.names=c("time", "s", "i", "rho", "log10s",
"log10i"))

## If bifrange is given as nonempty, trim bfd to only
## include given range of the bifurcation parameter
if (length(bifrange>0)){

bfd <- bfd[(bfd$rho>bifrange[1])&(bfd$rho<bifrange[2]),]
}

## EXTRACT INITIAL CONDITIONS

## Calculate period of attractor for each rho
bfd.last <- last.point.with.period(bfd, max.period=maxper)

## Extract all periods that are not NA:
all.periods <- with(bfd.last, period[!is.na(period)])
(unique.periods <- unique(all.periods))

nper <- length(unique.periods)

## Create data frame for list of initial conditions:
ic.set <- bfd.last[1,]

## For each period that occurs, save a final condition:
for (iper in 1:nper) {

## select the rows in the data frame with this period:
df.iper <- subset(bfd.last,period==unique.periods[iper])
## choose a random initial condition:
ic.set[iper,] <- df.iper[round(sample(1:nrow(df.iper), 1)),]
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}

## Replace original row names with ic number:
row.names(ic.set) <- 1:nrow(ic.set)

## Save IC data in an xppaut-ready format (as loadable parameter
sets)

icsets <- vector(mode="character", length=maxper)

for(i in 1:maxper)
{

icsets[i] <- paste0("set p", i, " {init s=", ic.set[which(ic.
set$period==i),"log10s"], ", init i=", ic.set[which(ic.set$
period==i),"log10i"], ", rho=", ic.set[which(ic.set$period
==i),"rho"], ", p=", params$p, ", alpha=", params$alpha, ",
delta=", params$delta, ", eps=", params$eps, ", r=",
params$r, ", nout=", i, "}")

}

## CREATE FILES AND DIRECTORIES

## Write .ode file
odepath <- paste0(this_date, "/")
odefilename <- paste0(odefile_prefix, jobno)
writeODE(odepath, odefilename, icsets)

## Save jobs info with corresponding ode file
save(params, file = paste0(odepath, odefilename, ".Rdata"))

## Make directory to store AUTO allinfo data
# cmd <- paste0("mkdir -p ", odepath, "allinfo")
# system(cmd)

## Make directory to store converged solution data
## for use with extractAutoIC_xpp
# cmd <- paste0("mkdir -p ", odepath, "/convergedIC")
# system(cmd)

}
}

## REGENERATE ODE FILE FOR USE WITH AUTO USING IC FROM CONVERGED
SOLUTION DATA

extractAutoIC_xpp <- function(jobno, odefile_prefix, branchlist,
params=c()){

## jobno: run number for which we want to regenerate ICs from
converged xppaut data

## odefile_prefix: filename prefix for the existing .ode files used
with Auto

## where we want to replace the ICs with converged data
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## (everything before the run number)

## branchlist: list of branches for which we have converged
solution data

## params: named list of parameters (p, alpha, delta, eps) to use
to generate

## initial condition sets

## Generate filepath (location of existing .ode file, .Rdata file,
and convergedIC data)

filepath <- paste0("run", jobno, "/")

## Load parameters for this run (unless they are provided)
if (length(params)==0){

load(paste0(filepath, odefile_prefix, jobno, ".Rdata"))
}

## Save data in an xppaut-ready format (as parameter sets)
icsets <- vector(mode="character", length=length(branchlist))

j <- 0
for (i in branchlist){

j <- j+1
if (length(params)==0){

this.filename <- paste0("convergedIC_p1a0.1/br",i,"-IC.dat")
} else {

this.filename <- paste0("convergedIC_p", params$p, "a", params$
alpha, "/br",i,"-IC.dat")

}
xppd <- as.data.frame(read.table(paste0(filepath,this.filename),

col.names = c("time", "log10s",
"log10i", "rho")))

## Grab initial conditions from first row of xpp data
icsets[i] <- paste0("set p", j, " {init s=", xppd[1,"log10s"], ",

init i=", xppd[1,"log10i"], ", rho=", xppd[1,"rho"], ", p=",
params$p, ", alpha=", params$alpha, ", delta=", params$delta

, ", eps=", params$eps, ", nout=", i, "}")
}

## Write .ode file
odepath <- paste0("run", jobno, "/")
odefilename <- paste0(odefile_prefix, jobno)
writeODE(odepath, odefilename, icsets)

}

##########################
## SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS ##
##########################

## Function to calculate period of attractor for each rho
last.point.with.period <- function(df, dop=5, rholim=4, max.period=7)
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{
## data frame with only the last pt on each soln:
df.last <- subset(df, time==max(time))
nrho <- nrow(df.last) # number of rho values
df.last$period <- rep(0,nrho) # add period column
for (i in 1:nrho) {

## data frame with all pts on soln with given rho:
rhoi <- df.last[i,"rho"]
df.rhoi <- subset(df,rho==rhoi)
## compute period of this solution:
if (rhoi < rholim) {

period <- 1
} else {

period <- length(unique(round(df.rhoi[,"log10i"],dop)))
if (period > max.period) period <- NA

}
df.last$period[i] <- period

}
return(df.last)

}

## Function to write custom .ode file for use with AUTO
writeODE <- function(odepath, odefilename, parsets){

## odepath: path for ode file (include trailing "/")
## odefilename: name of resulting .ode file
## parsets: sets of parameters to write
## (stored as character vector with each entry to be written as a

new line)

## Create directory to store new ode file
cmd <- paste0("mkdir -p ", odepath)
system(cmd)

## Create all blank ode file
newfile <- paste0(odepath, odefilename, ".ode")
file.create(newfile)

## Append first part of generic ode file
file.append(newfile,"fileparts/AUTO_mm_part1.ode")

## Write extracted initial conditions
write(parsets, file=newfile, sep="\n", append=TRUE)

## Append second part of generic ode file
file.append(newfile,"fileparts/AUTO_mm_part2.ode")

}

###########################################
## EXTRACT AUTO IC AND GENERATE ODE FILE ##
###########################################

if (type=="bruteforce"){
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extractAutoIC_bf(datdir, bfdatfile_prefix, odefile_prefix, this_
date, bifrange, jobslist)

} else if (type=="xpp"){
extractAutoIC_xpp(jobno, odefile_prefix, brnos, params)

}

.ode file part 1 (header):
#################################################################
## ODE file for Poincare map of seasonally forced SIR model
## (used with AUTO_mm.c library)
## Used to create bifurcation diagrams with respect to rho_0 in AUTO
## Author: Irena Papst
## Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)
#################################################################

## DEFINE LEFT HAND-SIDE
s’ = sp
i’ = ip
sp = 0
ip = 0

## LINK TO THE C-LIBRARY
## i.e. pass the values {s, i, rho, p, alpha, delta, eps, r}
## and ask it to return {sp, ip}
## Note that the order of export must agree with
## the order of in[] and out[] in arrays in the C function
export {s, i, rho, p, alpha, delta, eps, r} {sp, ip}

## define a library to be used and a corresponding function
@ dll_lib=../AUTO_mm.so dll_fun=modelmap

## SET INITIAL CONDITIONS for each periodic orbit
## Note that, for convenience, s and i below
## are really log(s) and log(i)
## nOut sets the number of iterations of the map
## it should be changed for each periodic orbit depending on the

period
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.ode file part 2 (footer):

## PARAMETER VALUES
## Note the order here determines the "main" parameter for AUTO
## rho = avg transmission/interaction rate
## p = power of |cos(2*pi*t)| in our modified seasonal forcing

function,
## which transforms the square wave into the cosine wave as p varies

between 0 and 1
## alpha = amplitude of seasonal forcing
## delta = model selection parameter
## eps = birth rate
## r = logistic growth rate
par rho=26, p=1, alpha=0.1, delta=1, eps=0.0007, r=3
aux rhozero=rho

## XPP SETUP
## this is a discrete map not an ODE
@ meth=discrete
## total=60 means 60 iterations of the map in total
@ total=60, yp=i
## line type = dots
@ lt=0
## plotting options
@ xlo=-1, xhi=61, ylo=-9, yhi=-1

## AUTO SETUP
## set range for rho, our control parameter:
@ parmin=1.1, parmax=70
## set range of vertical axis variable and set which variable it is:
@ autoymin=-12,autoymax=-1,autovar=i
## set horizontal axis plot range:
@ autoxmin=0, autoxmax=70
## set step size for continuation of the control parameter:
## (here, ds=standard step size, others are max and min step size)
## (the sign of ds controls the direction of continuation)

## STANDARD TIME STEPS:
@ dsmax=0.01, ds=0.003, dsmin=0.0000003
## MORE PRECISE TIME STEPS: @ dsmax=0.001, ds=0.00003, dsmin

=0.000000003
## SLIGHTLY MORE PRECISE TIME STEPS: @ dsmax=0.001, ds=0.003, dsmin

=0.0000003

## set a few other techinical aspects of the continuation:
@ Nmax=20000, Npr=2000, epsl=1e-6, epsu=1e-6, epss=1e-4
## above:
## Nmax = maximum number of steps to take along a branch before

stopping
## Npr = number of steps before labelling a point (which can help

with
## continuing from points without having to start everything all
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over)
## eps... = various tolerances

done

1.9.4 Sample code for generating AUTO R0 bifurcation diagrams

in xppaut

In order to generate R0 bifurcation diagrams in AUTO via xppaut, we first set up

a C function that integrates the system numerically with a Poincaré map. This

function is stored in a C library that has been created by compiling the following

code:
/**
Poincare map of the seasonally forced SIR model
to be called from XPPAUT for bifurcation analysis.

Author: Irena Papst
Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)

Under MacOSX, compile this function via:
gcc -dynamiclib -m32 -o SIRmap_p.so SIRmap_p.c

***/

#include <math.h>

/*** Compile-time definitions ***/

#define Time_step 0.0005 /* in units of years */
#define DAYS_PER_YEAR 365
#define TWO_PI 6.2831853071795864769252867665590
#define Real double
#define NDIM 2 /* dimension of the dynamical system */

/********************************************/
/*** FUNCTIONS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE ***/
/********************************************/

/*** Euler integrator ***/
void Euler(Real *x, Real *dx, Real dt, int ndim ) {

int i;
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++) {
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x[i] = x[i] + dx[i]*dt;
}

}

// Define the signum function -- used in the squaretocos
transformation

Real sgn(Real val){
return(val<=0 ? -1: 1);
}

// Define the unit step i.e. heaviside function -- used as a switch
// between the ttftosquare and squaretocos transformations

Real heav(Real val){
return(val<0 ? 0: 1);
}

/**********************************************************/
/** Define the Seasonal_beta family of forcing functions **/
/**********************************************************/

Real Seasonal_beta(Real beta0, Real alpha, Real p, Real time)
{

/**********************************************/
/** Part 1. Term Time Forcing to Square Wave **/
/**********************************************/

// define term begin and end days (where t=0 is Jan 1)
// order in each array:
// christmas 1, easter, summer, autumn, christmas 2

Real b[5] = {0, 99, 195, 299, 355};
Real e[5] = {5, 114, 250, 306, 365};

// calculate centre and width of each break
// to be used in the break function
// (indicator function which is -1 during a break and 1 otherwise)

// easter

Real cEas;
Real wEas;

cEas = (b[1]+e[1])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wEas = (e[1]-b[1])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// summer

Real cSumr;
Real wSumr;
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cSumr = (b[2]+e[2])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wSumr = (e[2]-b[2])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// autumn

Real cAut;
Real wAut;

cAut = (b[3]+e[3])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wAut = (e[3]-b[3])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// christmas 1

Real wChr1;

wChr1 = (e[0]-b[0])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// christmas 2

Real wChr2;

wChr2 = (e[4]-b[4])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

/* since the christmas break has to be defined in two parts due to
the modular arithmetic in time that makes this wave periodic,
we take the centre as t=0(mod1) and make both parts of the break

shrink
and eventually vanish at this point. thus, we do not calculate
the centre of this break like we do for the other breaks */

// define width and centre of square wave break

Real wSqu=0.5;
Real cSqu=0.5;

/* calculate the beginning and end points of each break depending
on p */

/* as p increases from -1 to 0
summer break widens and shifts to give the square wave break
while all other breaks shrink and vanish */

Real easB = cEas-fabs(p)*(wEas/2);
Real easE = cEas+fabs(p)*(wEas/2);

Real sumB = fabs(p)*(b[2]/DAYS_PER_YEAR)+(1-fabs(p))*0.25;
Real sumE = fabs(p)*(e[2]/DAYS_PER_YEAR)+(1-fabs(p))*0.75;

Real autB = cAut-fabs(p)*(wAut/2);
Real autE = cAut+fabs(p)*(wAut/2);

Real chrB = 1-fabs(p)*(DAYS_PER_YEAR-b[4])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;
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Real chrE = fabs(p)*e[0]/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

/* use modular arithmetic to make the waves periodic (with period
of 1 year) */

Real modtime = fmod(time,1); /* to make the ttftosquare function
easier to read */

modtime = (0 <= modtime ? modtime : modtime+1);

/* define the ttftosquare indicator function that depends on p*/

Real ttftosquare;

ttftosquare = (((0 <= modtime && modtime < chrE) || /* christmas
break, part 1 */

(easB <= modtime && modtime <= easE) || /* easter
break */

(sumB <= modtime && modtime <= sumE) || /* summer
break */

(autB <= modtime && modtime <= autE) || /* autumn
break */

(chrB < modtime && modtime <= 1) /* christmas break
, part 2 */

)? -1: 1);

/***********************************/
/** Part 2. Square Wave to Cosine **/
/***********************************/

Real c2pt;
Real squaretocos;

c2pt = cos(TWO_PI*time);
squaretocos = sgn(c2pt)*pow(fabs(c2pt),p);

/******************************************************/
/** Part 3. TTF to Cos Shape Transformation Function **/
/******************************************************/

Real trans; /* use a "switch" to change between the two
transformations defined above as p goes from -1 to 1 */

trans=(1-heav(p))*ttftosquare+(heav(p))*squaretocos;

Real ps; /* proportion of year spent in school, used in shifting of
forcing function to ensure that average value of the forcing

function is always beta0 = mean beta */

ps = 1-fabs(p)*(wEas+wAut+wChr1+wChr2+wSumr)-(1-fabs(p))*wSqu;
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Real seasbeta; /* full transformation from ttf to cos, shifted
and scaled using model parameters */

seasbeta = beta0*(1+alpha*((1-heav(p))*(trans+(1-2*ps))+heav(p)*
trans));

return(seasbeta);
}

/************************/
/*** THE MAIN ROUTINE ***/
/************************/

/*** The function SIRmap is what XPPAUT calls ***/
void SIRmap(Real *in, Real *out, int nin,

int nout, Real *var, Real *con)
/*
in = initial and parameter values we get from the ode file

(s0, i0, R0, alpha, gamma, mu, p)
out = what we are returning (sp,ip):

calculated values of S and I after one year
nin = dimension of in[]
nout = dimension of out[]
var and con are arrays that Bard said to include...

*/
{

/* define starting values in log base 10 */
Real s=in[0], i=in[1];
Real x[NDIM], dx[NDIM]; /* for Euler integrator */

/* converting back to the original values, not in log */
s=pow (10,s);
i=pow (10,i);

/* define parameter values */
Real R0=in[2], alpha=in[3], gamma=in[4], mu=in[5], p=in[6] ;
Real ds, di;
Real beta0, nonlin_term;
Real time; /* in units of years */
long istep, nsteps;

/* number of steps in a year */
nsteps = (int)( 1/Time_step + 0.5 );

/* integrating for one year */
for (istep=0; istep < nsteps; istep++) {

time=(Real)(istep)*Time_step;

/* compute the vector field */
/* FIXME: this would be better as a called function */
beta0 = R0*(gamma+mu); /* mean transmission rate */
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nonlin_term = Seasonal_beta(beta0,alpha,p,time) * s * i;
ds = mu - nonlin_term - mu*s;
di = nonlin_term - (mu + gamma)*i;

/* integrate using euler’s method */
/* FIXME: there should be a compile-time option to use RK4

instead */
x[0] = s; x[1] = i; dx[0]=ds; dx[1]=di;
Euler(x, dx, Time_step, NDIM);
s = x[0]; i = x[1];

}
s = log10(s);
i = log10(i);
out[0] = s; /* output in log_10 */
out[1] = i;

}

This C library is then compiled on the command line using the command
gcc -dynamiclib -m32 -o SIRmap_p.so SIRmap_p.c

and is then referenced in an .ode file that is used to generate AUTOR0 bifurca-

tion data, such as the following:
#################################################################
## ODE file for Poincare map of seasonally forced SIR model
## (used with SIRmap_p.c library)
## Used to create bifurcation diagrams with respect to R0 in AUTO
## Author: Irena Papst
## Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)
#################################################################

## DEFINE LEFT HAND-SIDE
s’ = sp
i’ = ip
sp = 0
ip = 0

## LINK TO THE C-LIBRARY
## i.e. pass the values {s0, i0, R0, alpha, gamma, mu, p eventually}
## and ask it to return {sp, ip}
## Note that the order of export must agree with
## the order of in[] and out[] in arrays in the C function
export {s, i, R0, alpha, gamma, mu, p} {sp, ip}

## define a library to be used and a corresponding function
@ dll_lib=SIRmap_p.so dll_fun=SIRmap

## SET INITIAL CONDITIONS for each periodic orbit
## Note that, for convenience, s and i below
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## are really log(s) and log(i)
## nOut sets the number of iterations of the map
## it should be changed for each periodic orbit depending on the

period

set p1 {init s=-0.87659162, init i=-3.2304842, R0=7.5999999, p=2,
alpha=0.118239, nout=1}

set p2 {init s=-1.2681592, init i=-2.7434311, R0=21.780001, p=2,
alpha=0.118239, nout=1}

set p3 {init s=-1.0293249, init i=-2.6030924, R0=12.36, p=2, alpha
=0.118239, nout=1}

set p4 {init s=-0.94534254, init i=-5.2238641, R0=10.305, p=2, alpha=
0.118239, nout=1}

set p5 {init s=-0.70523274, init i=-4.2141695, R0=5.7199998, p=2,
alpha=0.118239, nout=1}

set p6 {init s=-0.70315689, init i=-3.7062016, R0=4.3800001, p=2,
alpha=0.118239, nout=1}

set p7 {init s=-0.97648102, init i=-5.562336, R0=6.7350001, p=2,
alpha=0.118239, nout=1}

## PARAMETER VALUES
## Note the order here determines the "main" parameter for AUTO
## alpha = amplitude of seasonal forcing
## R0 = basic reproduction number
## gamma = recovery rate; 1/gamma = mean infectious period
## mu = mean death/birth rate; 1/mu = average life time
## p = power of |cos(2*pi*t)| in our modified seasonal forcing

function,
## which transforms the square wave into the cosine wave as p varies

between 0 and 1
par R0=26, alpha=0.25, gamma=28.076923, mu=0.02, p=-1
aux Rzero=R0

## XPP SETUP
## this is a discrete map not an ODE
@ meth=discrete
## total=20 mean 20 iterations of the map in total
@ total=20, yp=i
## line type = dots
@ lt=0
## plotting options
@ xlo=-1, xhi=21, ylo=-9, yhi=-1

## AUTO SETUP
## set range for R0, our control parameter:
@ parmin=1.1, parmax=40
## set range of vertical axis variable and set which variable it is:
@ autoymin=-9,autoymax=-1,autovar=i
## set horizontal axis plot range:
@ autoxmin=0, autoxmax=30
## set step size for continuation of the control parameter:
## (here, ds=standard step size, others are max and min step size)
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## (the sign of ds controls the direction of continuation)
## STANDARD TIME STEPS:
@ dsmax=0.1, ds=0.003, dsmin=0.0000003
## MORE PRECISE TIME STEPS: @ dsmax=0.001, ds=0.00003, dsmin

=0.000000003
## SLIGHTLY MORE PRECISE TIME STEPS:
## @ dsmax=0.001, ds=0.003, dsmin=0.0000003
## set a few other techinical aspects of the continuation:
@ Nmax=20000, Npr=2000, epsl=1e-6, epsu=1e-6, sepss=1e-4
## above:
## Nmax = maximum number of steps to take along a branch before

stopping
## Npr = number of steps before labelling a point (which can help

with
## continuing from points without having to start everything all

over)
## eps... = various tolerances
done

1.9.5 Sample code for α continuation in AUTO

The sample code from section 1.9.4 can be easily adapted to run a continuation in

α in order to create two parameter bifurcation diagrams in α and p. Namely, we

must change the order of arguments input to the C library, such that α is the first

parameter, instead of R0. Here, we include sample code reflecting this change.

The same goes for the xppaut code calling the compiled C library: α must be

made the primary bifurcation parameter by being the first parameter listed in the

array exported to the C library (as well as being the first parameter defined in the

xppaut code).

This code generates the C library, followed by the corresponding xppaut code:
/**
Poincare map of the seasonally forced SIR model
to be called from XPPAUT for bifurcation analysis.

Author: Irena Papst
Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2013)
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Under MacOSX, compile this function via:
gcc -dynamiclib -m32 -o SIRmap_alpha.so SIRmap_alpha.c

***/

#include <math.h>

/*** Compile-time definitions ***/

#define Time_step 0.0005 /* in units of years */
#define DAYS_PER_YEAR 365
#define TWO_PI 6.2831853071795864769252867665590
#define Real double
#define NDIM 2 /* dimension of the dynamical system */

/********************************************/
/*** FUNCTIONS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE ***/
/********************************************/

/*** Euler integrator ***/
void Euler(Real *x, Real *dx, Real dt, int ndim ) {

int i;
for (i=0; i<ndim; i++) {

x[i] = x[i] + dx[i]*dt;
}

}

// Define the signum function -- used in the squaretocos
transformation

Real sgn(Real val){
return(val<=0 ? -1: 1);
}

// Define the unit step i.e. heaviside function -- used as a switch
// between the ttftosquare and squaretocos transformations

Real heav(Real val){
return(val<0 ? 0: 1);
}

/**********************************************************/
/** Define the Seasonal_beta family of forcing functions **/
/**********************************************************/

Real Seasonal_beta(Real beta0, Real alpha, Real p, Real time)
{

/**********************************************/
/** Part 1. Term Time Forcing to Square Wave **/
/**********************************************/

// define term begin and end days (where t=0 is Jan 1)
// order in each array:
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// christmas 1, easter, summer, autumn, christmas 2

Real b[5] = {0, 99, 195, 299, 355};
Real e[5] = {5, 114, 250, 306, 365};

// calculate centre and width of each break
// to be used in the break function
// (indicator function which is -1 during a break and 1 otherwise)

// easter

Real cEas;
Real wEas;

cEas = (b[1]+e[1])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wEas = (e[1]-b[1])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// summer

Real cSumr;
Real wSumr;

cSumr = (b[2]+e[2])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wSumr = (e[2]-b[2])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// autumn

Real cAut;
Real wAut;

cAut = (b[3]+e[3])/(2*DAYS_PER_YEAR);
wAut = (e[3]-b[3])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// christmas 1

Real wChr1;

wChr1 = (e[0]-b[0])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

// christmas 2

Real wChr2;

wChr2 = (e[4]-b[4])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

/* since the christmas break has to be defined in two parts due to
the modular arithmetic in time that makes this wave periodic,
we take the centre as t=0(mod1) and make both parts of the break

shrink
and eventually vanish at this point. thus, we do not calculate
the centre of this break like we do for the other breaks */
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// define width and centre of square wave break

Real wSqu=0.5;
Real cSqu=0.5;

/* calculate the beginning and end points of each break depending
on p */

/* as p increases from -1 to 0
summer break widens and shifts to give the square wave break
while all other breaks shrink and vanish */

Real easB = cEas-fabs(p)*(wEas/2);
Real easE = cEas+fabs(p)*(wEas/2);

Real sumB = fabs(p)*(b[2]/DAYS_PER_YEAR)+(1-fabs(p))*0.25;
Real sumE = fabs(p)*(e[2]/DAYS_PER_YEAR)+(1-fabs(p))*0.75;

Real autB = cAut-fabs(p)*(wAut/2);
Real autE = cAut+fabs(p)*(wAut/2);

Real chrB = 1-fabs(p)*(DAYS_PER_YEAR-b[4])/DAYS_PER_YEAR;
Real chrE = fabs(p)*e[0]/DAYS_PER_YEAR;

/* use modular arithmetic to make the waves periodic (with period
of 1 year) */

Real modtime = fmod(time,1); /* to make the ttftosquare function
easier to read */

modtime = (0 <= modtime ? modtime : modtime+1);

/* define the ttftosquare indicator function that depends on p*/

Real ttftosquare;

ttftosquare = (((0 <= modtime && modtime < chrE) || /* christmas
break, part 1 */

(easB <= modtime && modtime <= easE) || /* easter
break */

(sumB <= modtime && modtime <= sumE) || /* summer
break */

(autB <= modtime && modtime <= autE) || /* autumn
break */

(chrB < modtime && modtime <= 1) /* christmas break
, part 2 */

)? -1: 1);

/***********************************/
/** Part 2. Square Wave to Cosine **/
/***********************************/
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Real c2pt;
Real squaretocos;

c2pt = cos(TWO_PI*time);
squaretocos = sgn(c2pt)*pow(fabs(c2pt),p);

/******************************************************/
/** Part 3. TTF to Cos Shape Transformation Function **/
/******************************************************/

Real trans; /* use a "switch" to change between the two
transformations defined above as p goes from -1 to 1 */

trans=(1-heav(p))*ttftosquare+(heav(p))*squaretocos;

Real ps; /* proportion of year spent in school, used in shifting of
forcing function to ensure that average value of the forcing

function is always beta0 = mean beta */

ps = 1-fabs(p)*(wEas+wAut+wChr1+wChr2+wSumr)-(1-fabs(p))*wSqu;

Real seasbeta; /* full transformation from ttf to cos, shifted
and scaled using model parameters */

seasbeta = beta0*(1+alpha*((1-heav(p))*(trans+(1-2*ps))+heav(p)*
trans));

return(seasbeta);
}

/************************/
/*** THE MAIN ROUTINE ***/
/************************/

/*** The function SIRmap is what XPPAUT calls ***/
void SIRmap(Real *in, Real *out, int nin,

int nout, Real *var, Real *con)
/*
in = initial and parameter values we get from the ode file

(s0, i0, alpha, p, R0, gamma, mu)
out = what we are returning (sp,ip):

calculated values of S and I after one year
nin = dimension of in[]
nout = dimension of out[]
var and con are arrays that Bard said to include...

*/
{

/* define starting values in log base 10 */
Real s=in[0], i=in[1];
Real x[NDIM], dx[NDIM]; /* for Euler integrator */
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/* converting back to the original values, not in log */
s=pow (10,s);
i=pow (10,i);

/* define parameter values */
Real alpha=in[2], p=in[3], R0=in[4], gamma=in[5], mu=in[6] ;
Real ds, di;
Real beta0, nonlin_term;
Real time; /* in units of years */
long istep, nsteps;

/* number of steps in a year */
nsteps = (int)( 1/Time_step + 0.5 );

/* integrating for one year */
for (istep=0; istep < nsteps; istep++) {

time=(Real)(istep)*Time_step;

/* compute the vector field */
/* FIXME: this would be better as a called function */
beta0 = R0*(gamma+mu); /* mean transmission rate */
nonlin_term = Seasonal_beta(beta0,alpha,p,time) * s * i;
ds = mu - nonlin_term - mu*s;
di = nonlin_term - (mu + gamma)*i;

/* integrate using euler’s method */
/* FIXME: there should be a compile-time option to use RK4

instead */
x[0] = s; x[1] = i; dx[0]=ds; dx[1]=di;
Euler(x, dx, Time_step, NDIM);
s = x[0]; i = x[1];

}
s = log10(s);
i = log10(i);
out[0] = s; /* output in log_10 */
out[1] = i;

}

#################################################################
## ODE file for Poincare map of seasonally forced SIR model
## (used in conjunction with SIRmap_alpha.c library)
## Used to create bifurcation diagrams wrt alpha in AUTO
## Author: Irena Papst
## Based on XPPAUT Guide from Krylova and Earn (2014)
#################################################################

## DEFINE LEFT HAND-SIDE
s’ = sp
i’ = ip
sp = 0
ip = 0
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## LINK TO THE C-LIBRARY
## i.e. pass the values {s0, i0, alpha, p, R0, gamma, mu}
## and ask it to return {sp, ip}
## Note that the order of export must agree with
## the order of in[] and out[] in arrays in the C function
export {s, i, alpha, p, R0, gamma, mu} {sp, ip}

## define a library to be used and a corresponding function
@ dll_lib=SIRmap_alpha.so dll_fun=SIRmap

## SET INITIAL CONDITIONS for each periodic orbit
## Note that, for convenience, s and i below
## are really log(s) and log(i)
## nOut sets the number of iterations of the map
## it should be changed for each periodic orbit depending on the

period

## Branch 1, Bifurcation 1
set p1 {init s=-1.17372, init i=-3.37877, R0=15.1198, p=-1, alpha

=0.25, nout=1}

## PARAMETER VALUES
## Note the order here determines the "main" parameter for AUTO
## alpha = amplitude of seasonal forcing
## R0 = basic reproduction number
## gamma = recovery rate; 1/gamma = mean infectious period
## mu = mean death/birth rate; 1/mu = average life time
## p = power of |cos(2*pi*t)| in our modified seasonal forcing

function,
## which transforms the square wave into the cosine wave as p varies

between 0 and 1
par alpha=0.08, p=1, R0=21.9863, gamma=28.076923, mu=0.02
aux a=alpha

## XPP SETUP
## this is a discrete map not an ODE
@ meth=discrete
## total=20 mean 20 iterations of the map in total
@ total=20, yp=i
## line type = dots
@ lt=0
## plotting options
@ xlo=-1, xhi=21, ylo=-9, yhi=-1

## AUTO SETUP
## set range for alpha, our control parameter:
@ parmin=0, parmax=1
## set range of vertical axis variable and set which variable it is:
@ autoymin=-9,autoymax=-1,autovar=i
## set horizontal axis plot range:
@ autoxmin=0, autoxmax=1
## set step size for continuation of the control parameter:
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## (here, ds=standard step size, others are max and min step size)
## (the sign of ds controls the direction of continuation)
## for p=-1 (term time forcing)
@ dsmax=0.5, ds=0.055, dsmin=0.00003
## set a few other techinical aspects of the continuation:
@ Nmax=20000, Npr=2000, epsl=1e-6, epsu=1e-6, sepss=1e-4
## above:
## Nmax = maximum number of steps to take along a branch before

stopping
## Npr = number of steps before labelling a point (which can help

with
## continuing from points without having to start everything all

over)
## eps... = various tolerances
done
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CHAPTER 2

MODELING THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN SEASONAL FLU OUTCOMES

AND INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION DECISIONS

2.1 Introduction

Annual influenza epidemics are a significant public health challenge, with up to

650,000 individuals dying from respiratory diseases associated with the flu each

year [46]. In the United States alone, the total economic burden of seasonal in-

fluenza, including direct medical costs and lost earnings due to illness or death,

has been estimated as $26.8 billion annually [47].

One of the main challenges of controlling seasonal influenza spread is that the

viruses evolve quickly (on the same time scale as the annual epidemics), with mul-

tiple strains circulating concurrently. A key adaptation mechanism, antigenic drift,

gives rise to new influenza strains by randomly changing segments of viral surface

proteins. Given that a host’s immune system uses these surface proteins to identify

the virus so that it may be neutralized [48], antigenic drift thus acts as an evolu-

tionary countermeasure. It helps the flu evade the immune system and thereby

promotes its spread through the host population.

The rapid evolution of the flu results in the constant threat of a pandemic, and it

also makes it challenging to develop effective, long-lasting vaccines. The seasonal

flu vaccine is updated every year to protect against the strains that seem to pose

This chapter is reproduced from: Papst, Irena, Kevin P. O’Keeffe, and Steven H. Strogatz.
"Modeling the interplay between seasonal flu outcomes and individual vaccination decisions."
arXiv preprint arXiv:2101.07926 (2021).
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the largest upcoming threat. Seasonal influenza vaccination is largely voluntary

in the United States, so individuals must decide whether or not to vaccinate each

year.

For many people, this decision is not easy. It involves many quantities that are

effectively impossible for an individual to estimate accurately, such as their likeli-

hood of being vaccinated successfully, the probability of an adverse reaction to the

vaccine, as well as their increased risk of catching the flu by foregoing the vaccine.

Yet although the decision may be difficult at an individual level, at a societal level

the benefits of vaccinating can be immense; if a critical mass of individuals choose

to immunize themselves, “herd immunity” can be achieved. In this desirable state,

the density of susceptible individuals is so low that an infection chain cannot be

sustained and so an epidemic cannot occur [49].

Somewhat paradoxically, the possibility of achieving herd immunity makes an

individual’s decision to vaccinate or not even more complex, at least when viewed

through the lens of classical game theory (wherein agents are assumed to be purely

self-interested, and to behave rationally with perfect information about the situa-

tion at hand). The issue is that as vaccination coverage increases, individuals are

increasingly incentivized not to vaccinate. Each person would do better relying on

others to bear any burden associated with vaccination, while everyone reaps the

benefits of widespread immunity. Such “free-riding” logic makes it impossible to

ever actually achieve herd immunity with rational hosts.

The free-riding problem is common in (though not exclusive to) models where

agents rationally weigh a delayed collective group benefit against immediate indi-

vidual costs.1 Individuals are assumed to make decisions by selecting the strategy

1Free-riding occurs when individuals are less likely to get vaccinated if they observe reduced
disease prevalence, whether or not their vaccination decision is made “rationally”.
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that maximizes an objective, individual payoff function, as prescribed by classi-

cal economics [50]. Some early models of voluntary vaccination decisions involve

such assumptions and inevitably yield agents that utilize free-riding logic, which

precludes herd immunity [51, 52].

However, a more recent empirical study suggests that free-riding logic is un-

common when individuals specifically consider whether or not to get the seasonal

influenza vaccine [53]. In fact, this study finds that the majority of individuals sur-

veyed do not account for the vaccination decisions of others when making their

own decision. Nevertheless, despite increasing evidence that assumptions from

classical economics may not appropriately capture human behavior in the context

of infectious disease spread, some behavior-disease models continue to be built on

such foundations [54].

Other studies have challenged these assumptions by replacing them with those

from behavioral economics, which leverages social psychology in its models of

human decision-making. [55] develop a behavior-disease model that incorporates

cognitive biases and differing vaccine opinions among individuals to study vacci-

nation coverage over time. [56] study pediatric acceptance of vaccines by incorpo-

rating prospect theory into their disease model.

In this paper, we consider a simplified model for the interplay between an-

nual vaccination decisions and seasonal influenza spread, in which individual

voluntary vaccination decisions are informed by observed social psychology in

this context. Unlike previous work, we model repeated vaccination decisions to

reflect the annual vaccination decision necessitated by the rapid evolution of in-

fluenza viruses. We investigate population-level effects of these new decision-

making assumptions, with the goal of understanding whether the population can
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self-organize into a state of herd immunity, and if so, under what conditions. De-

spite our model’s idealized nature, we find that its results align with those utilizing

assumptions based on classical economics, although our model also predicts more

nuanced population-level behaviors, such as oscillations in and out of herd immu-

nity on a biennial basis.

2.2 Conceptual model

Decision theory and social psychology suggest that, in general, individuals tend

to use heuristics, or rules of thumb, rather than a “rational” cost-benefit analysis

in complex decision-making [57]. Moreover, decision-making tends to obey the

law of inertia: choices generally remain unchanged but are sensitive to both small

nudges and unfavorable resulting outcomes [58]. Our model is based on both of

these ideas.

For simplicity, assume that each year, an individual chooses whether or not to

receive the seasonal influenza vaccine based solely on evaluating their most re-

cent outcome with both the vaccine and the disease. The vaccine carries a cost,

or risk, of adverse reaction, which can be interpreted as a cost to an individual’s

health due to vaccine side effects (morbidity), a direct economic cost from pay-

ing for the vaccine, and/or an indirect economic cost such as taking unpaid leave

from work to get vaccinated. In what follows, we will interpret vaccine cost as

morbidity, but the modeling framework is flexible enough to accommodate other

interpretations. There is also some probability that vaccination successfully con-

fers immunity upon the recipient.
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Total population

Vaccinate

Do not vaccinate

Sick Not sick

Bad 
reaction

Vaccine succeeds

No 
reaction

Vaccine fails

No 
reaction

Bad 
reaction

Not sickSick

Year n

Do not vaccinate

Year n+1
Vaccinate

Figure 2.1: All possible decisions
and outcomes for an individual in
year n, leading to different decisions
for year n + 1. Boxes with solid bor-
ders denote decisions and possible in-
termediate repercussions in year n.
Boxes with dashed and dotted bor-
ders denote final repercussions that
determine the decision in year n + 1:
vaccinate (box with dashed border) or
do not vaccinate (box with dotted bor-
der). In the model, pn is the propor-
tion of vaccinators in year n, r is the
probability that the vaccine induces a
cost, s is the probability that the vac-
cine succeeds, φ is the final size of
the epidemic (normalized as a frac-
tion of the whole population), and
f(φ) = φ(spn)/(1 − spn) is the frac-
tion of the susceptible population that
was infected in the epidemic occur-
ring in year n. A “bad reaction” re-
sults when one incurs a cost from the
vaccine (e.g., vaccine side effects on
health, or economic burden). See sec-
tion 2.3 for model details.

Before we present the model in detail

in section 2.3, let us first describe it intu-

itively. In any given year, individuals make

the decision of whether or not to vaccinate,

then follow through with their choice, and

then the flu season occurs. The epidemic re-

solves itself, each individual assesses their

personal outcome from the past year, and

then decides whether or not to get vacci-

nated prior to next year’s flu season. The

decision rule is a simple heuristic: if a per-

son “won” last year (did not get sick and

did not have an adverse reaction to the vac-

cine), they stick to their vaccination choice

and make the same decision the following

year. If they “lost” (got sick or had a bad re-

action to the vaccine), they are nudged to

change their behavior (switch from vacci-

nating to not, or vice versa) in hopes of elic-

iting a better outcome during the next flu

season.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the

model. As an example of how to flow

through the chart, let us first consider an in-

dividual who has decided to vaccinate in a given year (a decision made by a pro-

portion pn of the population in year n). This decision corresponds to the top left
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fork of the tree in fig. 2.1. Next, suppose the vaccine succeeds in conferring immu-

nity (which occurs with probability s), and the vaccine does not elicit an adverse

reaction (which occurs with probability 1 − r). This favorable outcome does not

push the individual away from their default (winning) strategy of vaccinating, so

they decide to vaccinate again the following year; the vaccine seems to have suc-

ceeded in protecting them from the flu. (We are assuming here that only the failure

of the vaccine can be observed by the individual, and only if they happen to get

ill that year. Otherwise, the success of the vaccine is presumed, since there is no

evidence to the contrary.)

On the other hand, an individual may choose not to vaccinate in a given year

(a decision made by a proportion 1− pn of the population, shown by following the

top right fork in fig. 2.1). If such an individual then happens to contract the flu

(which occurs with a probability that we will calculate below), then since this non-

vaccinating individual’s choice was a “losing” strategy, they decide to vaccinate

the following year. The various other paths through the tree can be understood

similarly.

In the next section, we write down the governing equations for our model. We

begin by recalling some standard results for a simple epidemiological model and

then couple that model to a social psychological model for individual vaccination

decisions.
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2.3 Mathematical model

2.3.1 Epidemic model

We choose the susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) model of infectious disease dy-

namics [59], both because it is a well-established epidemiological model and be-

cause there exists an analytical expression for the final size of epidemics predicted

by the model. The SIR model is adequate for modeling each annual influenza out-

break individually, though we note that a more realistic flu model could be sub-

stituted into our vaccination coverage model, provided that the final size could at

least be calculated numerically.

Suppose S(t) and I(t) represent proportions of a population that are suscepti-

ble and infected, respectively, at a time t. Infected individuals are assumed to be

immediately infectious; there is no latency period in this model. There may also

be individuals that are removed from the infection process as they have already

recovered from the illness (denoted by proportion R(t)), but since we assume this

disease propagates in a closed population, we have R(t) = 1 − S(t) − I(t), which

means we do not need to track the removed individuals explicitly.

The SIR model is defined by a set of two coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differen-

tial equations:

dS

dt
= −βSI, (2.1a)

dI

dt
= βSI − γI, (2.1b)

where β is the disease transmission rate and γ is the disease recovery rate. The

derived quantityR0 = β/γ is the basic reproduction number of the disease; it gives
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the average number of secondary cases generated by an infectious individual in a

fully susceptible population over the course of their illness.

In our model, we assume the initial conditions

S(0) = 1− sp, 0 < I(0) << 1, R(0) = sp (2.2)

to incorporate a vaccine uptake level at proportion p with success probability s.

2.3.2 Final size of the epidemic

For this model, one can derive an implicit equation for the final size of the epidemic

φ(x), where x is the proportion initially immune to the disease [60]:

φ(x) = (1− x)(1− e−R0φ(x)). (2.3)

The solution to eq. (2.3) can be written in terms of the principal branch of the prod-

uct log function (i.e., the Lambert W-function), denoted by W [·]:

φ(x) = 1− x+
1

R0

W
[
−R0(1− x)e−R0(1−x)

]
(2.4)

This expression for the final size of the yearly influenza epidemic is used later in

eq. (2.7) to complete the model.

2.3.3 Critical vaccination threshold for herd immunity

An epidemic cannot be sustained if the average number of secondary cases pro-

voked by an infected individual in the population is below one (since this infected

individual cannot even replace themselves in the infection chain, let alone generate
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further infections). In other words, for the population to achieve herd immunity,

the effective reproduction number (the basic reproduction number times the pro-

portion currently susceptible),Reff = R0(1−sp), must be driven below 1. Thus the

critical vaccination threshold, pcrit, satisfies the equationR0(1− spcrit) = 1, and so

pcrit =
1

s

(
1− 1

R0

)
. (2.5)

2.3.4 EstimatingR0 for seasonal influenza

Estimates ofR0 for vary depending on year, location, and influenza subtype since

the basic reproduction number depends not only on the immunological properties

of the virus, but also on the social behavior of the host population. A systematic

review by [61] catalogues many estimates of both the basic and effective reproduc-

tion numbers of pandemic, zoonotic, and seasonal influenza.

The most relevant estimates for our study are those for the 1976-1981 outbreak

of H1N1/H3N2/B in the USA. Two studies were performed to estimate the basic

reproduction number in this outbreak, and they both use serologically confirmed

infections for their data, which make these estimates particularly reliable2. One

study found R0 = 1.70 [62], while another found R0 = 1.16 [63] for this outbreak.

We average these two values and takeR0 = 1.4 as a reasonable estimate of the basic

reproduction number for seasonal influenza in a modern US population. While

model results presented in the main text all use R0 = 1.4, we have explored a

range ofR0 values in section 2.7.2 (figs. 2.7 and 2.8).

2It is difficult to distinguish seasonal influenza from other upper respiratory tract infections by
symptoms alone, so studies based purely on reported symptoms may not yield a good estimate for
theR0 of seasonal influenza. Instead, studies based on serologically confirmed infections are more
reliable.
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2.3.5 Vaccination decision model

Let pn be the proportion of the population that vaccinates in year n. Our goal in

this section is to derive a discrete map for the vaccine coverage pn+1 in year n+ 1.

In the following argument, we assume the vaccine is fully quantified by its cost

and its efficacy. For the purposes of this discussion, we will think of the cost in

terms of vaccine morbidity (side effects to immunization), though the cost could

be interpreted as an economic one (for instance, if individuals have to pay for the

vaccine or take unpaid time off of work to obtain it). We denote the cost, or proba-

bility of vaccine morbidity, by 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, and the vaccine efficacy by 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.

To ease the notation in the derivation below, it proves useful to introduce a

function f(φ) to denote the proportion of all susceptible individuals who get sick

during an epidemic of size φ. To calculate f in terms of φ, note that the fraction of

the total population that is susceptible in year n is 1 − spn. Of these individuals,

a fraction f · (1 − spn) will get infected, by definition of f . But since this fraction

also equals the number of infected individuals divided by the total population, it

simply equals φ, the fractional size of the epidemic, as given by eq. (2.4). Therefore,

φ = f · (1− spn), from which we conclude that

f(φ(spn)) =
φ(spn)

1− spn
. (2.6)

In other words, the proportion of susceptible individuals who end up infected is

simply the final size of the epidemic renormalized to the susceptible population.

With these preliminaries out of the way, we can deduce the vaccine coverage

rate pn+1 in year n+1 by considering all possible outcomes for an individual based

on their choice of whether or not to vaccinate in year n, and by counting the propor-

tion of the population flowing down each of the branches in fig. 2.1 into vaccinat-
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ing in year n+ 1. We assume that every individual is susceptible to that year’s flu

strain at the start of each flu season, so everyone must make the choice of whether

or not to vaccinate each year.

First consider the group of non-vaccinating individuals, which make up a pro-

portion 1−pn of the population. These individuals will only vaccinate in year n+1

if they get sick in year n, an event that occurs to a fraction f = f(φ(spn)) of them.

Thus, the equation for pn+1 will include a term f ·(1−pn), which accounts for those

that did not vaccinate and got sick.

For vaccinating individuals, either the vaccine succeeds, with probability s, or

it does not, with probability 1 − s. If the vaccine succeeds, there is still an in-

dependent chance that the individual will have side effects that discourage them

from vaccinating the following year, which occurs at the vaccine morbidity rate, r.

However, those for whom the vaccine successfully conferred immunity and pro-

voked no side effects will once again vaccinate the following year since they have

no reason to change strategy, which adds the term (1− r) · s · pn to the equation for

pn+1.

If the vaccine fails for an individual (with probability 1 − s), but did not cause

any discouraging side effects (with probability 1 − r), the only reason they would

continue to vaccinate would be if they thought the vaccine succeeded; that is, they

happened not to get sick, even though they were not successfully immunized. A

proportion 1− f of susceptible individuals avoid infection, so the final term of the

equation for pn+1 is (1− f) · (1− r) · (1− s) · pn.

Putting all of these contributions together, we find that the discrete map for
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pn+1, the proportion of the population vaccinating in year n+ 1, is given by

pn+1 =
φ(spn)

1− spn
(1− pn) + (1− r)spn +

[
1− φ(spn)

1− spn

]
(1− r)(1− s)pn, (2.7)

where the function φ is given by eq. (2.4). This map is biologically sensible; if

0 ≤ pn ≤ 1, one can check that 0 ≤ pn+1 ≤ 1. Hence, as long as the initial condition

is sensible (0 ≤ p0 ≤ 1), all subsequent iterations remain in [0, 1].

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Model predictions

The predictions of the model depend on the relative magnitudes of its parame-

ters: the vaccine parameters (morbidity or cost, r, and efficacy, s), and the disease

parameter,R0. The basic reproduction numberR0 gives a sense of the “infectious-

ness” of the disease; in our analysis, we estimate the basic reproduction number

of seasonal influenza in a modern US population to be R0 = 1.4 (see section 2.3

for details), indicating that a person infected with seasonal influenza will infect on

average 1.4 other people in a fully susceptible population. For the vaccine param-

eters, we note that seasonal flu vaccines have very low morbidity [64], and their

efficacy varies from low to moderate [65–67].

The best case would be for the population to self-organize into herd immunity,

by driving the proportion of the population vaccinated above the critical threshold,

pcrit. When vaccine coverage meets or exceeds this threshold, no epidemic occurs.

One might expect the model to self-organize into herd immunity if the population

can collectively make use of the memory of the previous flu seasons in a lasting
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way.

To our disappointment, we find that if there is any cost to the vaccine (r > 0),

our model cannot self-organize into lasting herd immunity. There are two main

regions of parameter space in this case (fig. 2.2): a large region where the system

eventually converges to vaccine levels below the herd immunity threshold (region

I), and a smaller region where the system oscillates in and out of the herd immunity

region on a yearly basis (region II).

Note that where game-theoretic models always predict free-riding that make

herd immunity impossible to achieve in the long term, our model predicts that it

is possible for the population to achieve herd immunity every other year, even if

there is a cost and moderate failure rate to the vaccine. This oscillatory behavior

(fig. 2.3A) is the result of the system converging to a state where it alternates be-

tween the population bearing a significant disease burden (a large epidemic in the

previous year encouraging vaccination in the following year) and the population

bearing a significant vaccine cost (which incentivizes non-vaccination en masse in

the following year). When a vaccine has a moderate-to-high efficacy, and a suffi-

ciently high cost, the system is constantly balancing an illness-vaccine cost tradeoff

due to the built-in short term memory of individuals in the model.

Even in the case where there is no lasting herd immunity, the system may nev-

ertheless spend a significant length of time in the herd immunity interval (fig. 2.4)

before eventually dropping out and converging to a stable point that is below the

herd immunity threshold. This effect is especially pronounced when vaccine mor-

bidity is low, and even when the vaccine is only moderately efficacious, both of

which are properties of the real seasonal influenza vaccines. The transient herd

immunity period increases as vaccine efficacy increases and/or vaccine cost de-
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Figure 2.2: Long-term model behavior forR0 = 1.4 and p0 = 0, as a function of vaccine
morbidity (0 < r ≤ 1) and vaccine efficacy (0 ≤ s ≤ 1). Behavior in these regions of pa-
rameter space was deduced by iterating the vaccine coverage map (eq. (2.7)) numerically
until it converged to a fixed point, i.e., , until the discrepancy between successive iterations
fell below a tolerance of 10−8. (White points are parameter values for which the simula-
tion was not able to converge to a solution before the maximum number of iterations was
reached.) The majority of parameter space is dominated by convergence to vaccine levels
below the herd immunity threshold, which results in no lasting herd immunity (region I:
the system converges to a period 1 fixed point, p∗, that satisfies p∗ < pcrit). For higher vac-
cine efficacy, there is a possibility of achieving herd immunity every other year, provided
that vaccine morbidity r is sufficiently large (region II: the system converges to a period-
2 fixed point, (p∗1, p

∗
2)). In this regime, the system oscillates between sub-optimal vaccine

coverage (p∗1 < pcrit) and herd immunity with overvaccination (p∗2 > pcrit): see fig. 2.3A.
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Figure 2.3: Vaccine coverage level in the regime where herd immunity eventually occurs
every other year (R0 = 1.4, r = 0.8, s = 0.7). Panel A: Vaccine coverage level over time.
The system converges to a state where the vaccine coverage level oscillates asymmetrically
about the critical vaccination threshold, p = pcrit, denoted by the dashed line. Panel B:
Dependence of the next year’s vaccine coverage level, pn+1, on that of the current year, pn,
for this parameter set.

creases.

When there is no cost to the vaccine (r = 0; fig. 2.5), the system can self-organize

into herd immunity in three ways (regions whose label contains “lasting herd im-

munity”), in addition to yielding no lasting herd immunity as before (region I).

The system may start in the herd immunity region and therefore stay in it indefi-

nitely (region II), since there is no vaccine cost to drive the coverage level down.

Alternatively, the system may converge to lasting herd immunity which is either

inefficient as it involves overvaccination (region III), or it may converge to optimal,

lasting herd immunity precisely at the herd immunity threshold (region IV).

The mechanisms that drive the population to either inefficient or optimal self-

organized herd immunity are markedly different (fig. 2.6A). In the case of sus-

tained overvaccination, the population starts at a relatively low level of vaccina-

tion initially (lighter curve). A substantial epidemic occurs in the first year, en-
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Figure 2.4: Number of years spent in the herd immunity interval (p > pcrit) during
the transient period in the regime of no lasting herd immunity (R0 = 1.4, p0 = 0).
As the vaccine improves in quality (either vaccine morbidity decreases, or vaccine efficacy
increases), the time period spent in the herd immunity interval lengthens. The dependence
of the number of years spent in the herd immunity interval on the initial condition, p0, is
explored in fig. 2.9 (section 2.7.2).

couraging a large proportion of individuals to vaccinate in the following year: too

many, in fact. The population springs itself into the herd immunity interval after

that first year, and since there is no opposing force pushing vaccination coverage

down, overvaccination continues indefinitely. In the case of optimal vaccination,

the population may also start at a relatively low level of initial vaccination, but the

first epidemic sustained is not as devastating as in the previous case (darker curve).

A moderate proportion of the population is affected by the disease and switches to

vaccinating in the following year. The epidemic sustained in this next year is not

as large as the one before it (thanks to the increase in vaccination), and encourages

another (smaller) group of individuals to switch to vaccinating next year. This pro-

cess gradually guides the population to the herd immunity threshold, eventually

achieving the optimal level of vaccination.
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Figure 2.5: Long-term model behavior with no vaccine cost (r = 0) forR0 = 1.4. Behav-
ior in these regions of parameter space was deduced using the analytical criteria detailed
in section 2.7.1. There is still a region with no lasting herd immunity (region I: the sys-
tem converges to a fixed point, p∗, that satisfies p∗ < pcrit); in this regime, the system
never achieves herd immunity (pn < pcrit for all n ≥ 0). However, the system exhibits
self-organized herd immunity when vaccine efficacy is sufficiently high, through a variety
of mechanisms. The system may start (and therefore stay) in the herd immunity interval
(region II: p0 ≥ pcrit), it may converge to “inefficient” lasting herd immunity (region III:
sustained overvaccination), or it may converge to “optimal” lasting herd immunity (re-
gion IV: vaccination approaching the herd immunity threshold pcrit).
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Figure 2.6: Vaccine coverage level with no vaccine cost (r = 0) in the regime of self-
organized herd immunity (R0 = 1.4, s = 0.6). Panel A: Vaccine coverage level over
time. If the initial population level is too low (lighter curve), the population springs into
the interior of the herd immunity interval, [pcrit, 1], which results in sustained overvaccina-
tion. If the population initially vaccinates at a more moderate level (darker curve), vaccine
coverage converges to the optimal herd immunity threshold, pcrit, in an asymptotic way.
Panel B: Dependence of the next year’s vaccine coverage level, pn+1, on that of the current
year, pn, for this parameter set.

2.5 Discussion

While the simple model studied here cannot self-organize into sustained herd im-

munity when there is any cost to the vaccine, it may still achieve herd immunity

every other year. When the vaccine efficacy is sufficiently large for a given cost,

there is an ongoing battle between the disease and the vaccine. If the population

undervaccinates in one year, it undergoes an epidemic which drives the system

to overvaccinate in the following year, thanks to the short-term memory of indi-

viduals in the model. A non-trivial proportion of the population then bears some

cost associated with the vaccine, which discourages those individuals from get-

ting vaccinated the following year, driving the system back down to an under-

vaccinated state, and the cycle repeats. Similar biennial behaviour driven by in-

dividual short-term memory was previously reported in another behavior-disease
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model [68], though only in the transient dynamics. In our case, the biennial cycle

occurs asymptotically.

Provided the amplitude of this (asymmetric) oscillation about the herd immu-

nity threshold is sufficiently small, this regime effectively achieves herd immunity

as any epidemic that occurs is relatively small. While the goal of disease eradi-

cation has not strictly been achieved, the resulting epidemics are so small in the

model that a bit of stochasticity may be enough to push the circulating flu strain

into extinction (in a closed population).

Although this promising biannual behavior is possible, the region of no lasting

herd immunity dominates vaccine parameter space, particularly for vaccine mor-

bidity and efficacies that are realistic for the seasonal influenza vaccine (morbidity

near zero, efficacy around 50%) (fig. 2.2). The system may not drive itself to herd

immunity asymptotically for these types of vaccines, but a significant length of

time is spent in the herd immunity interval during the transient period (fig. 2.4).

This effect opens the door for other public health interventions (e.g., vaccination-

and disease-awareness campaigns) which have not been included in the model but

may help push the population into lasting herd immunity. Increases to the length

of time spent in the herd immunity interval can be achieved by improving the

vaccine, by increasing vaccine efficacy, and/or by decreasing vaccine morbidity.

In the case where there is no morbidity to the vaccine, the system can achieve

self-organized herd immunity that is either inefficient (due to overvaccination) or

optimal (at the critical vaccination threshold). If the population initially vaccinates

at a very low level, it undergoes a large epidemic, and the following year, the pop-

ulation overreacts, propelling itself into the herd immunity interval much like a

diver on a springboard. Overvaccination continues since there is no cost to the
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vaccine, and thus no force pushing population vaccine coverage down. On the

other hand, moderate initial vaccination leads the population to converge to the

optimal vaccination level at the herd immunity threshold. In this case, the popu-

lation gradually learns from year to year through successively smaller epidemics.

Each such epidemic recruits smaller and smaller proportions of the population to

vaccinate until herd immunity is achieved. Notably, this result occurs even with

a moderately effective vaccine, like that of real seasonal influenza. This result is

particularly striking as it follows from individuals seeking to optimize their own

outcomes, yet they also collectively achieve the social optimum.

While it may not be realistic to assume that a vaccine can be considered costless

to an individual, this extreme case illustrates that if a vaccine can be perceived as

costless, the population can self-organize into sustained herd immunity. Such a

result is still possible even if the vaccine is only moderately efficacious and even if

the population does not immediately take to getting vaccinated.

2.6 Conclusion

We have presented an intentionally simple model for seasonal influenza vaccina-

tion that makes use of established results in social psychology to inform individual

vaccine decision-making, giving rise to both interesting and interpretable dynam-

ics.

In the case where there is some cost to the vaccine, our model still predicts

regimes where vaccination coverage is below the herd immunity threshold in the

long term, which agrees with previous models. However, our model also predicts

new regions where herd immunity is achieved every other year: a result of the
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population oscillating between vaccine-based and disease-based morbidity. When

we further assume that the vaccine has no cost, it is still possible for the model

to predict no lasting herd immunity. We also observe convergence to enduring

herd immunity, either at the optimal level, where the population vaccinates ex-

actly enough to reach this protected state, or inefficiently, where the population

overvaccinates.

Our disease-behavior model is deliberately simple as a first step, to focus on the

effect of incorporating a more realistic decision model on top of a well-established

model for disease spread. Future work should focus on making this model more

realistic and validating it with appropriate data.

Currently, both the decision-making and disease processes are deterministic; a

stochastic version of this model in either respect would be closer to reality. Since

agents only rely on the current state of the system to inform their next decision, our

model could easily be cast in a Markov chain framework. Modeling the disease

spread on a socio-spatial network would also provide greater realism, by mimick-

ing the way hosts interact and thus spread infectious diseases like the flu [69].

The vaccine decision model could also be extended to include social norms [70],

especially prosocial motives [71], which may play a significant role in real-life

vaccination decisions. Exposure to expert opinions on vaccination [72], such as

those of primary care physicians, as well as non-expert opinions, like misinforma-

tion [73], may also want to be considered, depending on the disease and social

context.

Seasonal influenza is an immensely complex phenomenon, and we have not

accounted for issues such as that of multiple concurrently circulating strains [74],
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cross-reactivity of vaccines between strains [75, 76], naturally-acquired immunity

carried over from previous flu seasons [77, 78], or waning vaccine immunity over

the course of the flu season [79]. Such additions to the model would also serve to

make it more realistic.

2.7 Supplementary material

2.7.1 Analytical criteria for long-term behavior in model with no

cost (r = 0)

Figure 2.5 can be produced by directly iterating the map to numerical convergence,

but it can be produced equivalently using analytical criteria based on the existence

and location of fixed points.

When r = 0, the model map (eq. (2.7)) reduces to

pn+1 =
φ(spn)

1− spn
(1− pn) + spn +

[
1− φ(spn)

1− spn

]
(1− s)pn. (2.8)

Fixed points, p, of this map must satisfy

p =
φ(sp)

1− sp(1− p) + sp+

[
1− φ(sp)

1− sp

]
(1− s)p, (2.9)

which simplifies to
φ(sp)

1− sp(p(2− s)− 1) = 0. (2.10)

Equation (2.10) is satisfied when either (i) φ(sp) = 0 or (ii) p(2− s)− 1 = 0.

Case (i) is satisfied by any p ∈ [pcrit, 1] since φ(sp) = 0 if and only if p ≥ pcrit.

Provided pcrit < 1, the "herd immunity" interval [pcrit, 1] is an invariant set of neu-

trally stable fixed points that exists in the map’s domain of [0, 1]. In other words, if
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pn ∈ [pcrit, 1] for any n, the trajectory is then trapped in the herd immunity interval

for all remaining time (precisely at the value pn).

Region II in fig. 2.5 is given by all (p0, s) that satisfy p0 ≥ pcrit = 1
s

(
1− 1

R0

)
. In

other words, the population starts at herd immunity and remains at herd immu-

nity indefinitely. Region III is given by all (p0, s) such that p0 < pcrit but p1 ≥ pcrit.

This region represents populations whose first epidemic was so large that it pro-

pels the population into herd immunity immediately after the first year.

Case (ii) is satisfied by p∗ = 1/(2− s). This fixed point is disjoint from the herd

immunity interval when

p∗ < pcrit, (2.11)

1

2− s <
1

s

(
1− 1

R0

)
, (2.12)

s < 1− 1

2R0 − 1
. (2.13)

Let us define scrit = 1 − 1/(2R0 − 1); when s ≥ scrit, the fixed point p∗ = 1/(2 − s)

disappears into the herd immunity interval.

Numerical simulations suggest that p∗ is stable when it exists disjoint from the

herd immunity interval (i.e., when s < scrit), with the basin of attraction being

[0, pcrit); such trajectories will converge to p∗ as n → ∞. Region I is given by all

(p0, s) that satisfy p0 < pcrit and s < scrit. In other words, vaccine coverage starts

below the herd immunity threshold and never surpasses it. Instead, vaccine cov-

erage converges to p∗ = 1/(2− s) < pcrit.

Lastly, region IV is given by all (p0, s) with both p0 < pcrit and p1 < pcrit, but

also s ≥ scrit. In this case, the fixed point p = 1/(2 − s) does not exist distinct

from the herd immunity interval, but also the first epidemic is not strong enough

propel vaccine coverage over the herd immunity threshold (p1 < pcrit). Under
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these conditions, numerical simulations suggest that {p0, p1, ...} is a monotonically

increasing sequence where each pn < pcrit, but limn→∞ pn = pcrit.

2.7.2 Supplementary figures
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Figure 2.7: Long-term
model behavior for a
range of R0 values and
p0 = 0, as a function
of vaccine morbidity
(0 < r ≤ 1) and vaccine
efficacy (0 ≤ s ≤ 1).
Behavior in these regions
of parameter space was
deduced by iterating the
vaccine coverage map
(eq. (2.7)) numerically
until it converged to a
fixed point, i.e., , until
the discrepancy between
successive iterations fell
below a tolerance of 10−8.
(White points are param-
eter values for which the
simulation was not able
to converge to a solution
before the maximum
number of iterations was
reached.) For all values
of R0 explored here, the
majority of parameter
space is dominated by
convergence to vaccine
levels below the herd im-
munity threshold, which
results in no lasting herd
immunity (region I: the
system converges to a pe-
riod 1 fixed point, p∗, that
satisfies p∗ < pcrit). There
is also the possibility of
achieving herd immunity
every other year (region
II: the system converges
to a period-2 fixed point,
(p∗1, p

∗
2)). In this regime,

the system oscillates be-
tween sub-optimal vaccine
coverage (p∗1 < pcrit) and
herd immunity with over-
vaccination (p∗2 > pcrit).
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Figure 2.8: Long-term
model behavior with no
vaccine cost (r = 0) for
a range of R0 values.
Behavior in these regions
of parameter space was
deduced using the an-
alytical criteria detailed
in section 2.7.1. There is
a region with no lasting
herd immunity (region
I: the system converges
to a fixed point, p∗, that
satisfies p∗ < pcrit); in this
regime, the system never
achieves herd immunity
(pn < pcrit for all n ≥ 0).
However, the system
exhibits self-organized
herd immunity through
a variety of mechanisms.
The system may start (and
therefore stay) in the herd
immunity interval (region
II: p0 ≥ pcrit), it may
converge to “inefficient”
lasting herd immunity
(region III: sustained
overvaccination), or it may
converge to “optimal”
lasting herd immunity
(region IV: vaccination
approaching the herd
immunity threshold pcrit).
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Figure 2.9: Number of years spent in the herd immunity interval (p > pcrit) during the
transient period in the regime of no lasting herd immunity for a range of initial condi-
tions, p0, and R0 = 1.4). As the vaccine improves in quality (either vaccine morbidity
decreases, or vaccine efficacy increases), the time period spent in the herd immunity in-
terval lengthens. This effect is less pronounced for moderate initial vaccine uptake (e.g.,
p0 = 1/3) than for extreme values (e.g., p0 = 1). (The white region corresponds to solutions
that oscillate in and out of the herd immunity interval, so the number of years spent in this
interval during the transient period is not well-defined.)
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CHAPTER 3

AGE-DEPENDENCE OF HEALTHCARE INTERVENTIONS FOR COVID-19

IN ONTARIO, CANADA

3.1 Background

In early 2020, the first outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) was reported in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China [80]. The virus,

which can cause the development of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), has

been detected in 223 of the 237 countries, territories, and areas recognized by the

World Health Organization [81]. Different regions have seen varying degrees of

success with their specific mitigation strategies. Notably successful countries in-

clude Vietnam [82–84], New Zealand [85, 86], and Taiwan [87–89], which serve as

important case studies for future pandemic preparedness efforts.

Other countries, including Canada, initially succeeded in controlling the spread

of the virus, but went on to suffer a large second wave of infection amid reopening

efforts [90, 91]. Even within Canada, COVID-19 mitigation success has varied by

region. The Atlantic provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Ed-

ward Island have been successful in controlling SARS-CoV-2 spread, with only

small, occasional outbreaks that were rapidly contained [90, 92]. Other, larger,

provinces, especially Ontario and Quebec, have struggled with critical periods

of large and/or rapidly increasing known infection (KI) counts, responding with

strict measures such as stay-at-home orders [93–95] and curfews [96].

This chapter is reproduced from: Papst, Irena, et al. "Age-dependence of healthcare interven-
tions for COVID-19 in Ontario, Canada." BMC Public Health 21.1 (2021): 1-9.
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Our study is based on SARS-CoV-2 KI records in Ontario, where the first re-

ported infection of SARS-CoV-2 was confirmed on 23 January 2020. The virus was

detected sporadically in the province through February 2020 [97], until the number

of KIs began to rise consistently in March 2020. Ontario declared its first pandemic-

related state of emergency on 17 March 2020 [98], implementing a large-scale eco-

nomic shutdown and school closures to mitigate spread of the virus. The province

began reopening in stages through the summer [99] amid relatively low SARS-

CoV-2 infection prevalence, with most schools reopening early-to-mid September

[100]. In late September, additional restrictions were enacted across the province

in response to the beginning of a second wave of infection [101–103], and on 23

November 2020 a lockdown was enacted in the heavily populated Toronto and

Peel regions [104]. A province-wide shutdown began on 26 December 2020 [105],

with an even stricter provincial stay-at-home order coming into effect on 14 Jan-

uary 2021, after KIs doubled in the preceding two weeks [106, 107]. The regions of

Toronto, Peel, and North Bay-Parry Sound remain under this stay-at-home order

as of 1 March 2021 [94], while the rest of the province follows a new zoned reopen-

ing framework [95]. Figure 3.1 summarises the time course of the SARS-CoV-2

epidemic in Ontario, as represented by KIs up to 16 February 2021.

One of the main motivations behind ongoing SARS-CoV-2 infection control ef-

forts, in Ontario and around the world, is to ensure that hospitals do not become

overwhelmed with a large demand for COVID-19 treatment. As well as compro-

mising care of COVID-19 patients, a large demand for COVID-19 treatment would

reduce access to and quality of care for many other conditions. With COVID-19

vaccination campaigns beginning around the world, policy-makers must seek to

optimize vaccine distribution given limited supply. To protect individuals as well

as the healthcare system, it is important to identify groups that are most likely
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Figure 3.1: Known infections (KIs) over time in Ontario. Counts are split by whether or
not the KI was resolved (marked as “resolved" or “fatal" in the Case and Contact Manage-
ment database) by 16 February 2021 (see Methods - section 3.2). Dashed vertical lines mark
important dates for the outbreak in the province. Shaded regions indicate roughly when
the most populous regions were in each reopening stage (reopening efforts have not been
uniform across public health units). Larger stage numbers correspond to looser public
health restrictions. Detailed descriptions of each reopening stage, recent shutdowns, and
the newer zoned reopening framework can be found on the official Ontario COVID-19
website [95, 99, 104–107].

to require significant medical care. Severity of COVID-19 presentation is highly

variable among individuals, but increases with age [108–111]. Deaths attributed to

COVID-19 have been found to be strongly concentrated in the elderly [112–114].

Comparatively few studies have explored the age distribution of serious medical

interventions administered to COVID-19 patients [115, 116].

3.2 Methods

The goal of this study is to quantify the relationships between COVID-19 patient

age and the administration of serious medical interventions (hospitalizations, in-

tensive care unit (ICU) admissions, intubations, and ventilations) for the province
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of Ontario. We compare these age-intervention associations with the age distribu-

tions of KIs and deaths. We also estimate the age-specific probability of hospital-

ization given known SARS-CoV-2 infection, and of survival given hospitalization

related to COVID-19, to provide measures of individual risk.

3.2.1 Data

We use individual-level records (line lists) for SARS-CoV-2 KIs reported from 23

January 2020 (the date of the first infection confirmation in Ontario) up to 16 Febru-

ary 2021 from the Case and Contact Management (CCM) database maintained by

Public Health Ontario. This confidential central database includes detailed records

of SARS-CoV-2 infections across the entire province of Ontario. These records in-

clude an individual’s demographic information (such as age), whether COVID-19-

related interventions (including hospitalization, ICU admission, intubation, venti-

lation) were administered, as well as whether the infection was fatal.

The CCM database includes 288,532 KI records up to 16 February 2021. How-

ever, we analyse only KIs marked as “resolved" or “fatal" (N = 277, 555) to avoid

tallying patients whose final outcomes are not yet known. KIs are marked as “re-

solved" in CCM based on public health unit assessment. In all instances, a record

is considered resolved if it is 14 days past the symptom onset date (or specimen

collection if symptom onset date is not known), though public health occasionally

performs additional follow-up to update records. For brevity, we use “resolved

KIs" in our analysis to refer to KIs marked as either “resolved" or “fatal" in CCM.

For population counts, we use 2020 Ontario population projections produced

by Statistics Canada [117], specifically projections from the “M1" medium-growth
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scenario [118]. (All scenarios yield virtually identical projections for the short time

horizon considered in this paper.)

We use provincial SARS-CoV-2 testing data from the Ontario Laboratories In-

formation System (OLIS) database. This database records all tests for active SARS-

CoV-2 infection performed through the provincial health system. These data are

based on reports up to 16 February 2021 and include 270,402 positive tests and

9,163,489 negative tests.

We aggregate counts of all age-specific data (KIs, population, and tests) into

two-year age bins, with one wide bin for individuals over 100 years old.

3.2.2 Statistical models for probability estimates

To estimate the age-specific probabilities of hospitalization given KI, and of sur-

vival given hospitalization, we use two different approaches. In each case, we es-

timate a conditional probability of outcome X given that outcome Y has occurred

and quantify uncertainty around this estimate using 95% confidence intervals.

The first approach is to consider each age group independently, and to assume

that the number of times event X has occurred (given Y ) follows a binomial dis-

tribution. We use the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of outcome

X given Y , which is simply the proportion of instances of Y where X has also

occurred (points in fig. 3.2). We then quantify the uncertainty around this point es-

timate by constructing a 95% Clopper-Pearson (exact) confidence interval (vertical

bars in fig. 3.2).

The second approach involves making the stronger assumption that there is
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Figure 3.2: Age-dependent COVID-19 hospitalization probability for known SARS-
CoV-2 infection (panel A) and survival probability for hospitalized patients (panel B) in
Ontario. We give age-by-age estimates of each probability (points; 95% exact binomial con-
fidence intervals given by vertical lines), where point area is proportional to age-specific
sample size. We additionally provide more precise estimates of these probabilities under
stricter assumptions, modelling the hospitalization probability using a generalized addi-
tive model and the survival probability using a generalized linear model (curves; 95%
confidence bands given by shaded regions). See Methods (section 3.2) for details.

a smooth relationship between age and the focal probability (curves in fig. 3.2).

We use a binomial generalized linear model (GLM) to estimate the age-specific

survival probability given hospitalization [119]. This model assumes that prob-

abilities follow a logistic curve as a function of age, and appears to be sufficient

to quantify the monotonic relationship between survival probability and age. For

the probability of hospitalization given KI, we use a binomial generalized additive

model (GAM) [120], a generalization of the GLM that allows for non-monotonic

trends. In particular, we fit a piecewise cubic spline (a penalized regression spline)

to the log-odds as a function of age. Both of these parametric models give more

precise results, and narrower confidence intervals (shaded bands in fig. 3.2), than
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we obtain by computing probabilities and exact confidence intervals (age-by-age).

3.3 Results

Figure 3.3 shows the age structure of resolved KIs, population demographics, and

SARS-CoV-2 infection tests. The pattern observed in the raw counts of resolved

KIs (panel A) reflects underlying demographics (panel B) as well as the testing in-

tensity (panel D). Testing intensity, defined as the number of tests administered per

10,000 population by age group, increases sharply after age 75. The test positivity

rate (panel E), defined as the proportion of tests administered that were positive,

also reveals heterogeneities in testing across age groups, peaking in 14–15-year-

olds. Controlling for demography, the number of detected infections (panel C) is

comparatively low in ages under 15, increases to a plateau for ages 20–70 (with a

noticeable peak around age 25), and then continually increases after age 70. The

number of resolved KIs per capita is 1.43 times higher in ages 20–29 than in ages

30–69.

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of ages for serious medical interventions

(panel A) and deaths (panel B) related to COVID-19 for resolved KIs. We present

raw counts, as opposed to counts normalized by the age-specific population, be-

cause the raw counts (not per capita counts) determine the pressure on the health-

care system. Hospitalizations are split by the most intensive known intervention

(with ventilator use being the most intensive, followed by intubation, then ICU

admission, then hospitalization). Deaths are split by whether or not the patient

has a record of hospitalization for COVID-19 treatment.

The distribution of serious medical interventions is much wider than that of
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deaths, with the latter peaking at age 90. Hospitalizations are relatively uniformly

spread between ages 60–90, while the distribution of ICU-related interventions
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Figure 3.4: COVID-19 outcomes by age in Ontario. The distribution of ages for hospital
interventions (panel A), and deaths (panel B). Hospital outcomes are nested and tallied by
the most intensive medical intervention used for each patient (ventilator use is the most
intensive, followed by intubation, ICU admission, and hospitalization). Deaths are faceted
by whether or not the patient also had a record of hospitalization for COVID-19 treatment.

(ICU admission, intubation, ventilation) is spread over a slightly younger age

range. The total number of COVID-19 deaths in Ontario up to 16 February 2021

was 6,728, of which 3,475 (51.6%) had no record of hospitalization for treatment

related to COVID-19.

Figure 3.2 shows the estimated hospitalization probability given known SARS-

CoV-2 infection (panel A) and survival probability given hospitalization for

COVID-19 treatment (panel B). These metrics quantify individual risk of serious

COVID-19 outcomes as a function of age (without explicitly controlling for other

factors like comorbidities; see Limitations - section 3.4.1). The large uncertainty

in age-by-age probability estimates for some young and very old age groups is

due to small numbers of KIs and hospitalizations in these ages. However, the es-
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timated uncertainty is much lower with the model-based approach (see Methods

section 3.2.2). Based on age-by-age estimates, the hospitalization probability peaks

in the 80–81 age group at 27.8% (95% CI 26.0%–29.7%). In adults, the survival

probability is near 100% until about age 40, where it begins to decline steadily.

For instance, a hospitalized individual in the age group 54–55 has a 91.7% chance

of surviving COVID-19 (95% CI 88.3%–94.4%; according to age-by-age-estimates),

implying that nearly 1 in 12 hospitalized COVID-19 patients in this age group die

despite receiving acute care for the illness.

3.4 Discussion

The age distributions of known SARS-CoV-2 infections (fig. 3.3A) and deaths at-

tributed to COVID-19 (fig. 3.4B) on their own provide limited insight into the risk

that COVID-19 patients could overwhelm Ontario’s healthcare system. The major-

ity of COVID-19-related deaths have occurred in patients with no record of hospi-

talization (fig. 3.4B). Many deaths have occurred in long-term care (LTC) facilities,

which are independent of the hospital system [121], and have experienced signifi-

cant outbreaks [121,122] (fig. 3.3C), necessitating considerable disease surveillance

in very old age groups (fig. 3.3D). (These LTC deaths may partially explain the

observed decrease in the hospitalization probability after age 80, fig. 3.2A.) Unlike

the distribution of deaths (fig. 3.4B), the broad age distributions of hospitaliza-

tions, ICU admissions, intubation, and ventilation (fig. 3.4A) reveal the potential

pressure on the healthcare system from both middle-aged individuals and seniors.

Early in the outbreak, the province of Ontario expanded coverage for COVID-

19-related treatment to include even individuals who are not usually covered by
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the Ontario Health Insurance Plan [123]. Access to prompt and successful medical

interventions may have kept a large proportion of COVID-19-related hospitaliza-

tions from resulting in deaths. While we expect that the shape of the age distribu-

tion of the need for hospitalization (fig. 3.4A) would remain the same if prevalence

were to increase significantly, the distribution of deaths (fig. 3.4B) may expand

toward younger ages if hospitals and ICUs reach maximum capacity (due to an

insufficient supply of acute care).

This potential need for acute care, coupled with elevated individual risks asso-

ciated with COVID-19 in the same age range (fig. 3.2), support the prioritization

of infection prevention in young seniors and middle-aged individuals (in addition

to old seniors) when designing vaccine distribution strategies. However, this re-

sult does not necessarily imply that an age-based “oldest-to-youngest” vaccination

strategy is optimal to achieve the goal of preventing infection in these groups. A re-

cent study by Mulberry et al. [124] suggests that overall vaccination strategies pri-

oritizing essential workers can indirectly protect the most vulnerable groups and

outperform oldest-to-youngest vaccination strategies by reducing the number of

KIs, hospitalizations, deaths, instances of “long COVID” [125], and by increasing

net economic benefit. Vaccination strategies targeting groups most likely to trans-

mit the disease (with the goal of protecting vulnerable groups) have been explored

previously in the context of seasonal influenza [126]. For COVID-19, strategies

prioritizing groups most likely to transmit the virus are especially effective when

the vaccine has high efficacy (in terms of reducing susceptibility to infection) [127],

which is true of several leading COVID-19 vaccines [128–131].

The age-dependent probabilities of hospitalization given KI (fig. 3.2A) are

based on resolved known infections, and so they depend on how widely SARS-
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CoV-2 testing has been conducted. Throughout the period covering a large portion

of the CCM data, testing guidelines selected for sufficiently symptomatic individ-

uals [132]. These guidelines were not expanded to include asymptomatic individ-

uals from the general public until 29 May 2020 [133] and were rolled back on 24

September 2020 in an effort to preserve limited testing resources amid a surge in

KIs [134]. As a result, untargeted asymptomatic testing was offered only in the

summer, when prevalence was relatively low, which represents a small proportion

of the data. Moreover, individuals may not be prompted to get tested in the ab-

sence of symptoms unless they are included in a contact tracing investigation. The

probability of hospitalization given KI therefore likely overestimates the underly-

ing probability of hospitalization given infection, whether known or not.

Our survival probability estimates for hospitalized individuals (fig. 3.2B) are

not affected by the same detection biases present in KI data. Patients admitted

to hospital are tested for SARS-CoV-2 as part of infection control protocols, and

thus infection detection in hospitalized individuals is not influenced by testing

guidelines for the general population. Our survival probability estimates do, how-

ever, represent an upper bound with respect to the current standard of care and

viral variant. In the absence of significant innovation in COVID-19 treatment or

viral evolution to lower disease severity, we expect survival probabilities would

decrease if ICUs or hospitals were to reach maximum capacity.

3.4.1 Limitations

Age is a simple and accessible proxy for risk factors, including existing comorbidi-

ties that may affect COVID-19 outcomes, which on average scale with age. This
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study did not explicitly account for comorbidities and other factors that could cor-

relate with the severity of COVID-19 outcomes.

In general, KIs underestimate the true prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infection for

a variety of reasons, including test availability, ease of testing, test accuracy, and

difficulties in detecting asymptomatic individuals. The majority of KIs captured

in the data analysed in this study occurred when testing guidelines were selecting

for sufficiently symptomatic individuals, and so asymptomatic and mild infections

are likely underrepresented.

This study is specific to the Ontario SARS-CoV-2 epidemic, though the results

have implications for COVID-19 outbreaks all over the world. Contact patterns

in Ontario have changed over the course of the pandemic due to the province’s

continuing effort to control COVID-19 spread while also supporting the economy.

Observed patterns in the age distributions of KIs and deaths may change as the

age-specific contact structure and contact rates continue to change.

3.5 Conclusions

We have quantified the age distributions of serious medical interventions for

SARS-CoV-2 infection in Ontario, Canada, for the entire period of the regional epi-

demic through 16 February 2021. Our results reveal a large need for hospitalization

in a broad age range (mainly ages 60-90): a threat of the ongoing COVID-19 pan-

demic that is not revealed by the age distribution of KIs and deaths alone. If health-

care capacities were to be exceeded due to an increase in prevalence, the need for

COVID-19-related acute care may not be met adequately, which could expand the

existing distribution of deaths toward younger ages. Moreover, the probability
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of survival given COVID-19-related hospitalization is lower than is generally per-

ceived for patients over 40. Vaccination programs prioritizing older age groups to

prevent deaths should consider broadening their priorities to also prevent infec-

tion in younger seniors and middle-aged individuals, in order to help ensure the

healthcare system does not exceed its capacity for acute care.

The Government of Canada and the Province of Ontario have implemented

policies meant to help mitigate SARS-CoV-2 spread while also undertaking a

phased reopening [95, 99, 135]. Future work should consider whether the age de-

pendence of SARS-CoV-2 infection risks is changing over time, as the population

continues to navigate the pandemic and the testing effort expands. Our study ex-

plores only short-term SARS-CoV-2 infection outcomes; future studies should ex-

plore the age distributions of long-term morbidities from this infection, so that we

may better understand the heterogeneous risks associated with COVID-19. Lastly,

all studies relying on KI counts are subject to bias from how infections are detected

via active infection testing. Future work should seek to correct for this bias.
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CHAPTER 4

FORECASTING INFECTIOUS DISEASE SPREAD AS NEW VARIANTS

EMERGE AND VACCINATION RATES INCREASE

4.1 Introduction

The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has created a large demand

for short-term forecasting of infectious disease spread. These forecasts have been

used to guide public health measures meant to control the spread of severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the etiologic agent of COVID-

19 [136–138]. Some of these forecasts utilize mathematical models of infectious dis-

ease spread, including the McMasterPandemic model [139, 140], which has been

used to provide short-term COVID-19 forecasts to several organizations, including

the Ontario Modelling Consensus Table, the Ontario Science Advisory Table, and

the Public Health Agency of Canada.

Early in the pandemic, the goal with these forecasts was simply to predict

the short-term trend in infection reports in the presence (or absence) of non-

pharmaceutical interventions [141]. More recently, the pandemic landscape has

shifted in two crucial ways: (1) several high-efficacy COVID-19 vaccines have been

developed, approved for emergency use, manufactured, and administered to pre-

dominantly adult populations [142–145], and (2) Variants of Concern (VoCs) have

emerged that have shown increased transmissiblity and/or partial resistance to

vaccine-derived immunity [146–150].

This chapter is reproduced from: Papst, Irena, et al. "Forecasting infectious disease spread as
new variants emerge and vaccination rates increase." (2021). (in preparation)
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The race between vaccines and variants has complicated the forecasting pic-

ture in some regions, and early models are unlikely to continue producing reliable

projections without accounting for the distribution of vaccines and the evolution

of variants. These mechanisms can change the structure of a model sufficiently

to warrant significant software development. Given the pressing need for regular

and up-to-date forecasts, swift upgrades to forecasting software are crucial.

Here we outline three key extensions of the base McMasterPandemic model

and simulation software aimed toward incorporating vaccination, VoCs, and age-

specific heterogeneities into COVID-19 forecasts. Two of these extensions make

use of an expansion framework that reduces the amount of software development

required for their implementation, which we also describe here. We demonstrate

the recent performance of our expanded model through forecasts made for On-

tario, Canada.

4.2 Results and discussion

Our expanded COVID-19 model is built on the foundation of a compartmen-

tal susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered (SEIR) model tailored to SARS-CoV-2

epidemiology and outcomes [139]. The base model includes the spread of SARS-

CoV-2 by individuals with various symptom presentations: asymptomatic, pre-

symptomatic, mild, and severe. The expanded model incorporates two-dose vacci-

nation, takeover by a more-transmissible VoC (which may optionally affect vaccine

efficacy), and age-structured transmission and disease outcomes. The full model

is detailed in Methods (section 4.4).

This expanded model has enabled us to continue to make accurate and in-
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formative forecasts for various jurisdictions. We demonstrate the utility of the

expanded model through forecasts made for Ontario, Canada in the first half of

2021. While the forecasts we present here are made solely for infection reports, the

McMasterPandemicmodel can also be used to produce forecasts for downstream

outcomes, including hospitalizations, ICU admissions, and deaths [139].

4.2.1 Forecasts from 21 Feb 2021

Daily infection reports had been climbing steadily in Ontario through the fall and

winter of 2020, and in response the province implemented a series of increasingly

stringent public health measures, which eventually succeeded in turning this sec-

ond wave over (fig. 4.1A, table 4.1). By mid-February, restrictions were already

loosening in some regions, while a stay-at-home order was set to expire in all other

regions on 8 March 2021 [94]. At the time of the 21 February 2021 forecasts, the ef-

fect of fully lifting the stay-at-home order was of interest.

In the same period, the Alpha VoC (B.1.1.7), was becoming more prevalent

in Ontario (fig. 4.1B). Alpha was first confirmed in the province on 26 Decem-

ber 2020 [151] and grew to make up approximately 4% of infection reports by 20

January 2021 [152]. This VoC was estimated to be approximately 50% more trans-

missible than previously circulating non-VoC strains [110, 153], which gave Alpha

a significant selective advantage over resident strains in Ontario. While Alpha

eventually became the province’s most prevalent strain in early 2021 (supp. fig.

4.13), it was responsible for only about 20% of infection reports at the time of the

21 February 2021 forecasts.
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Figure 4.1: Context of the 21 February 2021 forecasts. Panel A: Daily infection reports in
Ontario, Canada between October 2020 and February 2021 (points). A simple seven-day
moving average is used to illustrate the overall trend (curve). Panel B: Percentage of daily
infection reports suspected to be caused by the Alpha variant (see Methods section 4.4.10
for data details). Important events marked with solid vertical lines across panels are de-
tailed in table 4.1.

Date Event Details

23 November 2020 lockdown in
Toronto & Peel

Strengthened public health measures came into effect on
23 November 2020 in several regions, including lock-
downs in Toronto and Peel [104]. These health regions
are the two most populuous in the province, together
accounting for roughly 30% of the population [154].

26 December 2020

province-wide
shutdown,
Alpha first
confirmed

A province-wide shutdown came into effect on 26 De-
cember 2020 [105]. The Alpha variant was also first con-
firmed in the province on this date [151].

14 January 2021 stay-at-home
order

The first provincial stay-at-home order began on 14 Jan-
uary 2021 [106].

8 March 2021
stay-at-home
order
expiration

The stay-at-home order expired on 8 March 2021 [94].
We assumed that public health measures relaxed on this
date in the 21 February 2021 forecasts.

Table 4.1: Key events in the context of the 21 February 2021 forecasts.

In light of the provincial context at the time, we produced two forecasts on

21 February 2021: one using the expanded version of the model incorporating in-
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creasing variant frequency, and one without any explicit variant modelling (using

the base model described in Methods section 4.4.1). In the former case, the trans-

mission rate was adjusted to reflect the increased transmissibility of the variant

based on the daily estimated variant frequency (Methods section 4.4.5). This ad-

justment applied through both the fit and forecast periods. In the latter case, we

simply fit the transmission rate in the base model to infection reports, which means

that any effect of the variant’s increased transmissibility was implicit in the overall

estimate of the transmission rate. In the forecast period, we simply propagated

forward any implicit variant effect, with no adjustment for any further growth in

variant frequency. Since it takes approximately two weeks for changes in trans-

mission to be reflected in infection reports, this counterfactual forecast reflects the

effect of a variant frequency from two weeks prior to the forecast date (about 7%)

through the forecast period.

The forecast scenario considered was a loosening of public health restrictions

on 8 March 2021 (coinciding with the expiration of the January stay-at-home or-

der). Details of the model and assumptions used for the 21 February 2021 forecasts

are presented in Methods sections 4.4.1, 4.4.5 and 4.4.11.

Figure 4.2 shows the results of both forecasts made on 21 February 2021.

The forecast using the expanded model successfully predicted the start of the

province’s third wave of infection in early March. Moreover, while the base model

forecast did predict a slight increase in infection reports following the 8 March

2021 stay-at-home order expiration, it grossly underestimated the magnitude of

this uptick.
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Figure 4.2: Forecasts made on 21 February 2021. One forecast is made with the expanded
model, which explicitly incorporates the increasing frequency of the more-transmisssible
Alpha Variant of Concern (red curve), while the other forecast used the base model, which
does not include increasing Alpha frequency (yellow curve). Ribbons around each forecast
represent a 95% confidence interval. Solid points indicate provincial daily infection reports
used in the forecasts, while hollow points indicate observations after the fact. The ex-
panded model correctly predicted the onset of the third wave of infection in the province,
despite the fact that the forecast was made following a period of significant decline in
infection reports. The base model failed to capture the sharp takeoff of the third wave.

4.2.2 Forecasts from 5 June 2021

The Alpha-driven surge in infection reports through March 2021 was met with in-

creasing public health measures and vaccination (fig. 4.3A-B and table 4.2), which

helped quell this third wave despite the fact that Alpha quickly became Ontario’s

dominant strain [155] (supp. fig. 4.13). However, Ontario began to detect B.1.617

strains in April [156]. This lineage includes the Delta variant (strain B.1.617.2),

which was designated as a VoC by the World Health Organization in early May

[157].

The Delta variant is around 50% more transmissible than Alpha. It also reduces

vaccine efficacy against symptomatic disease, especially that of first doses [158],

which made Ontario particularly vulnerable at the time as it was pursuing a strat-

egy of delaying second doses in favour of distributing first-dose as widely as pos-

sible [159] (fig. 4.3B). Due to Delta’s selective advantage over Alpha, it began to
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represent an increasing percentage of infection reports in the province in May

(fig. 4.3C).

Figure 4.3: Context of the 5 June 2021 forecasts. Panel A: Daily infection reports in On-
tario, Canada between February 2021 and June 2021 (points). A simple seven-day moving
average is used to illustrate the overall trend (curve). Panel B: Cumulative percentage of
the whole provincial population having received first and second doses of COVID-19 vac-
cines for the same time period. Panel C: Percentage of daily infection reports suspected
to be caused by non-Alpha variants, including Delta (see Methods section 4.4.10 for data
details). Important events marked with solid vertical lines across panels are detailed in
table 4.2.
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Date Event Details

13 January 2021 mass vaccination
effort began

The province’s vaccination effort entered stage 2 of 3,
targeting highest-risk individuals in the general pop-
ulation, such as adults 80+, patients with high-risk
chronic conditions, and front-line essential workers
[160].

5 March 2021 second doses
delayed

The province approved a delay of up to 16 weeks for
second dose administration, choosing instead to ad-
minister first doses as widely as possible [159].

mid-March 2021 Alpha variant
dominant

The Alpha variant became dominant in Ontario
around mid-March, representing more than 50% of
daily infection reports [155] (supp. fig. 4.13).

8 April 2021 stay-at-home
order

The Government of Ontario instituted a second stay-
at-home order on 8 April 2021 [161] to combat the third
wave of infection, driven by the spread of the Alpha
variant.

23 April 2021 B.1.617 strains
first confirmed

Public Health Ontario confirmed 36 infections with
B.1.617 in the province [156]. Within this lineage lies
the Delta variant (strain B.1.617.2), a VoC that eventu-
ally became dominant in the province (supp. fig. 4.13).

11 June 2021 step 1 reopening

The April stay-at-home order expired on 2 June 2021,
although all other measures stayed in place until the
province entered step 1 of its reopening plan on 11
June 2021 [162].

Table 4.2: Key events in the context of the 5 June 2021 forecasts.

For all of the forecasts on 5 June 2021, we aimed to predict the effect of step

1 reopening on 11 June 2021: would vaccination outpace the growth of the Delta

variant in light of a relaxation in public health measures? We explored various

scenarios for a transmission rate increase upon entering step 1 as well as based on

projections for the vaccination effort. The full model for these forecasts included

two-dose vaccination, a model for the shift between first and second doses (which

was beginning at the time of these forecasts), as well as increases in transmission

and decreases in vaccine efficacy due to the expected increase in Delta variant fre-

quency. Details of the models used for the 5 June 2021 forecasts are presented in

Methods sections 4.4.1, 4.4.4, 4.4.5 and 4.4.11.
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Figure 4.4A shows the forecasts made on 5 June 2021 using the full model.

These forecasts illustrated that some reopening could be tolerated, but that reopen-

ing too quickly could provoke a fourth wave driven by the Delta variant, despite

moderate and growing vaccine coverage. Recent infection reports confirm that

step 1 reopening, which focused primarily on low-risk outdoor activities, had little

effect on transmission in the province (fig. 4.4, hollow points).

Figure 4.4B-D shows counterfactual forecasts, which omit one or both of the

added vaccination and variant models. Panel B highlights the dramatic effect of the

province’s vaccination effort on sustaining decreases in infection reports achieved

with the April stay-at-home order, despite the invasion of the Delta variant. Panel

D demonstrates that the decrease in infection reports from the second stay-at-home

period could have been sustained with some reopening without any vaccination,

provided that the Alpha variant had remained dominant, but that the introduction

of the Delta variant significantly shifted the epidemiological landscape.

The set of forecasts that included vaccination but did not model the increasing

frequency of the Delta variant was the most consistent with infection reports ob-

served after the forecast date (fig. 4.4C). However, these forecasts underestimated

the risk represented by Delta and could have incentivized a more aggressive re-

opening effort. The forecasts with the fully expanded model (fig. 4.4A) are more

consistent with the Delta surge observed in the United Kingdom starting in mid-

May [163]: this surge occurred in a setting with comparable vaccine coverage to

Ontario’s in early June [164] but within a more advanced stage of reopening than

Ontario was planning with step 1 [165].
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Figure 4.4: Forecasts made on 5 June 2021 Panel A: forecasts made with the expanded
model, including two-dose vaccination and increasing frequency of the more-transmissible
and partially vaccine-resistant Delta variant. Panels B-D: Counterfactual forecasts made by
taking away one or both of vaccination and/or increasing Delta variant frequency. In all
panels, the color of each line indicates the forecast scenario for the transmission rate after
step 1 reopening, while the line type indicates the vaccination rate through the forecast
period (if applicable). Ribbons around each forecast represent a 95% confidence interval.
Solid points indicate provincial daily infection reports used in the forecasts, while hollow
points indicate observations after the fact. These forecasts illustrate the race between vacci-
nation and the Delta variant, highlighting the importance of vaccination to safe reopening.
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4.2.3 Age-structured projections from 5 June 2021

As of the forecast date of 5 June 2021, vaccination had been approved only for indi-

viduals aged 12 and over. The forecasts in section 4.2.2 were made using a model

without age structure, so vaccines were assumed to be randomly distributed in the

population. We expanded the model with vaccination and variants to addition-

ally include age structure, to model the vaccination effort more accurately, without

vaccination in ages under 12. We assumed that each epidemiological state and

vaccination status were additionally faceted by age, and that contacts were age-

structured, leading to age-based heterogeneity in disease transmission. Details of

the age-structured projection model are presented in Methods sections 4.4.6, 4.4.9

and 4.4.11.

We used the fit of a model without age structure to parameterize the age-

structured model and generate projections (see Methods section 4.4.9). Figure 4.5

shows age-structured projections using the calibration with vaccination and the

Delta variant from 5 June 2021 as a starting point (shown previously in fig. 4.4A).

Although the age-structured model is not directly calibrated to infection re-

ports, we see reasonably good agreement between observed total daily infection

reports and those predicted by the age-structured model (fig. 4.5, blue-themed

panel labelled “all”). When we facet infection reports by age (fig. 4.5, green-themed

panels labelled with age groups), the prediction fits the observations well for the

two older age groups, but it overestimates reports in ages under 12. This discrep-

ancy may be due to the fact that there is more underreporting in the youngest age

group (in the model, the underreporting rate is assumed to be equal across age

groups). A previous analysis of Ontario’s COVID-19 trends with respect to age

suggests that this may be the case, with the 0-15 age group having a low testing
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Figure 4.5: Age-structured projections made with observed daily infection reports up
to 5 June 2021. The blue-themed panel labelled “all” gives total daily infection reports,
while the green-themed panels labelled with age groups give daily infection reports by
age. Daily infection report counts are normalized to be per 100,000 individuals in each
panel’s population. Curves show predicted daily infection reports from the age-structured
model, while points with transparency denote observed daily infection reports. There is
good agreement among all sets of predictions and their corresponding observations, with
the exception of that of the 0-11 age group, where the model overpredicts infection reports.
This incongruity may be due to increased underreporting in children compared to other
age groups [166]. For the forecast period, we assume a 1.5× increase in transmission upon
step 1 reopening on 11 June 2021, along with a constant daily vaccination rate of 142,000
doses/day, matching one of scenarios explored in fig. 4.4.

rate yet similar test positivity when compared to all other age groups [166].

The model also slightly overestimates the size of the April wave for ages 65+,

which may be partially due to the fact that oldest age groups were prioritized

for vaccination so there was some first-dose coverage in seniors during this wave

(supp. fig. 4.12). Vaccines are distributed randomly across age groups in the

model, which yields a lower predicted coverage specifically in seniors during the

April wave than was actually observed.
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4.3 Conclusion

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve, mathematical models being used

to produce short-term forecasts for SARS-CoV-2 spread must also adapt. In this

paper, we have detailed key extensions to the McMasterPandemic base model

that have enabled us to continue to produce informative and useful forecasts in re-

gions where SARS-CoV-2 spread is being influenced by VoCs and vaccination. As

the pandemic shifts into new phases, further model extensions may be warranted.

For instance, in regions where the vaccination effort is well-underway, spatial het-

erogeneity in vaccine coverage may lead to localized outbreaks in unvaccinated

subpopulations (e.g., subregions of countries with low vaccine uptake [167] or in

children who are not yet eligible for vaccination in countries with high vaccine up-

take [168]). Increased international travel may increase the risk of importation of

VoCs, which may warrant explicit inclusion in existing models.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Base model

The McMasterPandemic model (described fully in [139] and implemented in

[140]) is a compartmental epidemiological model encoded as a system of ordinary

differential equations and based on a susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed

(SEIR) framework. While the underlying model is deterministic, there are options

to simulate the model with process and/or observation noise, as detailed in [139].

The base model structure has the epidemiological compartments listed in ta-
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ble 4.3, which are tailored to the biology of COVID-19 as well as the structure

of the healthcare system in Canada. The model is not specific to COVID-19 or

Canada, however, and can be used for other infectious diseases in settings with

similar healthcare systems.

State variable
symbol Definition

S susceptible (never infected)

E exposed but not yet infectious

Ix

infectious, where x is one of four subcategories denoting the
type of infection:
a = asymptomatic, p = presymptomatic,
m = mild/moderately symptomatic, s = severely symptomatic

H hospitalized (acute care)

ICUx

admitted to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), where x denotes the
prognosis:
s = survival, d = death

H2 acute care after Intensive Care Unit (ICU) stay

R recovered

D dead

X cumulative hospital admissions

Table 4.3: Epidemiological state variables in the base model.

Figure 4.6 gives a flowchart of the model. Mild infections never require hos-

pitalization, while all severe infections eventually obtain acute care, unless the in-

dividual dies before being admitted to the hospital. Only severe infections can be

fatal.
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Figure 4.6: Basic epidemiological structure of the McMasterPandemic model. The base
model is described in detail in [139].

The model equations are:

dS/dt = −β/N (CaIa + CpIp + CmIm + CsIs)S (4.1a)
dE/dt = β/N (CaIa + CpIp + CmIm + CsIs) /NS − σE (4.1b)
dIa/dt = ασE − γaIa (4.1c)
dIp/dt = (1− α)σE − γpIp (4.1d)
dIm/dt = µγpIp − γmIm (4.1e)
dIs/dt = (1− µ)γpIp − γsIs (4.1f)
dH/dt = (1− δnh)φ1γsIs − ρH (4.1g)

dICUs/dt = (1− δnh)(1− φ1)(1− φ2)γsIs − ψ1ICUs (4.1h)
dICUd/dt = (1− δnh)(1− φ1)φ2γsIs − ψ2ICUd (4.1i)

dH2/dt = ψ1ICUs − ψ3H2 (4.1j)
dR/dt = γaIa + γmIm + ρH + ψ3H2 (4.1k)
dD/dt = δnhγsIs + ψ2ICUd (4.1l)
dX/dt = (1− δnh)φ1γsIs (4.1m)

All parameters are assumed to be non-negative and are described in table 4.4.

For the base model, the force of infection (FOI), which gives the rate of new in-
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Parameter Description Value

β0 baseline (non-intervention) transmission across categories (calibrated)

Ca relative asymptomatic transmission (or contact) proportion 1/2

Cp relative presymptomatic transmission (or contact) proportion 1/2

Cm relative mildly symptomatic transmission (or contact) proportion 1/2

Cs relative severely symptomatic transmission (or contact) proportion 1/10

α fraction of infections that are asymptomatic 1/5

µ fraction of symptomatic infections that are mild 0.97

σ 1/time in exposed class 1/2.3

γa 1/time to recovery for asymptomatic infections 1/4

γp 1/time in pre-symptomatic state 4/5

γm 1/time to recovery for mildly symptomatic infections 1/4

γs
1/time spent in severely symptomatic state before
either hospitalization or death 1/10

ρ 1/time in hospital (initial acute care admission) 1/18

δ fraction of hospitalized infections that are fatal 4/10

δnh fraction of non-hospitalized severe infections that are fatal 3/10

φ1
fraction of hospitalized infections that only require acute care
(no ICU admission) 0.35

φ2 fraction of ICU infections that are fatal 0.3

ψ1 1/time spent in ICU before returning to acute care 1/10

ψ2 1/time spent in ICU before dying 1/2

ψ3 1/time in post-ICU acute care before hospital discharge 1/5

N population size 13448494

obs_disp dispersion parameter for observation error 40

Table 4.4: Parameters for the base model, parameter descriptions, and values used for
Ontario, Canada forecasts. All rates are in units of 1/days.

fections per susceptible, per unit time, is given by

FOI = β (CaIa + CpIp + CmIm + CsIs) /N. (4.2)
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4.4.2 Model implementation

The continuous model defined in eq. (4.1) is discretized for simulation. This pro-

cess involves computing the inflows and outflows (the number of individuals en-

tering and leaving a class) for each compartment at each time step, which is accom-

plished using a rate matrix, M . This matrix stores the (unsigned) per capita and

per unit time flow rates between each pair of compartments, where the rows rep-

resent the “from” compartment and the columns represent the “to” compartment

(fig. 4.7).

For the base model, all of the per capita rates in M are state-independent, with

the exception of the FOI, which depends on the current number of individuals in

each infective class. This state dependence requires the S to E entry of M to be

updated at each time step.

In the continuous dynamical system represented by eq. (4.1), if one starts within

the model’s domain (the region where all state variables are non-negative and sum

to the total population size), then solution trajectories remain within the domain

for all time since the domain is an invariant set. To see why the domain is an

invariant set, note that every differential equation in eq. (4.1) can be written as

net rate = inflow - outflow. The outflow in the equation for state variable Y is

proportional to Y , so when Y = 0, the outflow is zero, which means that net rate

= inflow. Inflows are all non-negative, so on portions of the domain boundary

where at least one state variable is zero, the solution trajectory either remains on

the boundary face of the domain, or gets pushed into the interior of the domain

(depending on whether or not the inflow into the focal compartment is zero). This

property ensures that all state variables starting in the model domain remain non-
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Figure 4.7: Example of a rate matrix of the base McMasterPandemic model. Rows de-
note the compartment from which a per capita flow originates, while columns indicate
where the flow goes. A shaded box indicates the presence of a non-zero flow. This rate
matrix is taken from the exponential growth phase of an epidemic simulated using the
parameters in table 4.4 (with β0 = 0.5).
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negative for all time.1

Trajectories of the discrete analogue of the model implemented in simulation

software are not contained within an invariant domain, which can lead to com-

puting outflows that push a solution trajectory into portion of state space where

at least one state variable is negative. To see how this can happen, it is helpful to

introduce some notation.

Let the rate matrix M be denoted as

M =



0 r12 ... r1n

r21 0 ... r2n

...
... . . . ...

rn1 rn2 ... 0


, (4.3)

where rij is the per capita and per unit time flow rate from the ith compartment to

the jth compartment. (The flow rate to and from the same compartment is rii = 0.)

The magnitude of the total outflow rate from each compartment is given by the

row sums of this matrix, M̄i =
∑n

j=1 rij .

Then the number of individuals flowing out of the ith compartment (denoted

by state Y ) and into the jth compartment per time step of ∆t = t2 − t1 > 0 is

rij ·∆t · Y (t1). (4.4)
1We have only shown above that trajectories never exit the model domain through a boundary

face where at least one state variable is zero. In order to show that the model domain is an invariant
set, we must also show that that state variables never exceed the population size, N . This is true
since the sum of all of the differential equations in eq. (4.1) is zero for all time, and the differential
operator is linear, which implies that the derivative of the sum of all of the state variables is also
always zero. Therefore the total population size is conserved at all points in time on a solution
trajectory of eq. (4.1). If any state variable is equal toN at any point in time, all other state variables
must then be zero. One can then show that, under these conditions, the differential equation for
the focal state variable will be non-positive, so no state variable will ever exceed the value of N .
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This calculation yields an outflow equivalent to that of the continuous model pro-

vided the number of individuals in the focal compartment remains constant over

the course of the time step. Unless Y is at an equilibrium at time t1, it will not

remain constant over the course of an entire arbitrary finite time step (though it

would over the course of an infinitesimal time step). Instead, the discrete outflow

can overestimate the continuous outflow, as there may be attrition from the ith

compartment over the course of the time step.

This overestimate is especially problematic as a focal state variable approaches

zero. In this case, if the time step is too large or the total outflow rate is very

steep at the start of the time step, the algorithm simulating the discrete system

may overstep into a negative portion of state space.

To adjust for any attrition from each compartment over the course of a time

step, we use a hazard correction (from survival analysis) on the per capita outflow

rates of each compartment. For the ith compartment in the model, the magnitude

of the total per capita outflow rate is M̄i, so the outflow satisfies the differential

equation dY/dt = −M̄iY . Solving this equation on the time-step interval (t1, t2)

yields Y (t2) = Y (t1)[1 − e−r∆t]. This is the total outflow from the ith compartment

over the time step, so to correct the outflow going specifically into the jth compart-

ment, we simply weight this quantity by the proportion of Y ’s outflow going into

the jth compartment:

Y (t1)[1− e−r∆t]× (rij/M̄i). (4.5)
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4.4.3 Model expansion

To expand the model by adding subcategories (such as age or vaccination status),

we use a Kronecker product to duplicate existing model blocks efficiently. The

Kronecker product of an m× n matrix A and a p× q matrix B is

A⊗B =



a11B · · · a1nB

... . . . ...

am1B · · · amnB


(4.6)

=



a11b11 a11b12 · · · a11b1q · · · · · · a1nb11 a1nb12 · · · a1nb1q

a11b21 a11b22 · · · a11b2q · · · · · · a1nb21 a1nb22 · · · a1nb2q

...
... . . . ...

...
... . . . ...

a11bp1 a11bp2 · · · a11bpq · · · · · · a1nbp1 a1nbp2 · · · a1nbpq

...
...

... . . . ...
...

...

...
...

... . . . ...
...

...

am1b11 am1b12 · · · am1b1q · · · · · · amnb11 amnb12 · · · amnb1q

am1b21 am1b22 · · · am1b2q · · · · · · amnb21 amnb22 · · · amnb2q

...
... . . . ...

...
... . . . ...

am1bp1 am1bp2 · · · am1bpq · · · · · · amnbp1 amnbp2 · · · amnbpq


(4.7)
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When expanding the model, we typically take B to include rates from the existing

model structure (e.g., epidemiological rate parameters) andA to include modifying

coefficients based on expansion subcategories (e.g., age or vaccination status).

As a simple example, imagine expanding the base FOI term (eq. (4.2)) across

three vaccination classes: unvaccinated, protected by one dose, and protected by

two doses.2 The difference in FOI between susceptibles in these three vaccination

classes lies in the infection-blocking vaccine efficacy of each dose.

The coefficients for the FOI (without the infective state variables) are the com-

ponents of the 1× 4 matrix B:

B = β/N

[
Ca Cp Cm Cs

]
(4.8)

The FOI for the base model is then be computed via matrix-vector multiplication

asB[ Ia Ip Im Is ]T , and this is precisely the FOI to which unvaccinated susceptibles

are subject. For vaccinated individuals, this FOI is scaled down using the per-dose

vaccine efficacy. Let first- and second-dose transmission-blocking vaccine efficacy

be denoted by VE1 and VE2, respectively. We model vaccine efficacy by assuming

that the transmission rate for susceptibles in vaccine-protected classes is reduced

by a factor of 1− VE. Thus, if we define the 3× 1 matrix A as

A =



1

1− VE1

1− VE2


, (4.9)

which gives the transmission reduction for each vaccination class, then the Kro-

necker product expands the FOI model by vaccine status into the following 3 × 4

2The full vaccination model includes two additional intermediate states for individuals that
have been dosed but are not yet protected by the vaccine, as detailed in Methods section 4.4.4, but
we use a simplified version in this illustrative example.
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matrix:

A⊗B =



1

1− VE1

1− VE2


⊗
(
β/N

[
Ca Cp Cm Cs

])
(4.10)

= β/N



Ca Cp Cm Cs

(1− VE1)Ca (1− VE1)Cp (1− VE1)Cm (1− VE1)Cs

(1− VE2)Ca (1− VE2)Cp (1− VE2)Cm (1− VE2)Cs


(4.11)

The rows correspond to the vaccination status of a susceptible individual, and the

columns correspond to the symptomatic state of an infective. We perform multiple

expansions of the model into subcategories by chaining the Kronecker product

(e.g., first expanding by susceptible vaccination status and then by age). The order

of these expansions does not change the resulting model structure.

4.4.4 Model with vaccination

We use a two-dose vaccination model to expand the base McMasterPandemic

model by adding the following vaccination status subcategories:

1. unvaccinated (“unvax”);

2. received a first dose of a vaccine, but not yet protected because of the delay

in immune response (“vaxdose1”);

3. protected by one dose of the vaccine (“vaxprotect1”);
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4. received a second dose of a vaccine (“vaxdose2”);

5. protected by two doses of the vaccine (“vaxprotect2”).

Each vaccine state is a different model stratum containing its own epidemi-

ological compartments, where we tailor the infection parameters to the vaccina-

tion state (fig. 4.8). When an individual enters a “dosed” category (vaxdose1 or

vaxdose2), they have not yet received any vaccine-derived protection, since there

is a delay between being dosed and having a protective immune response: indi-

viduals in dosed categories are still subject to the same epidemiological parameters

of the previous stratum (unvax for dose 1 and vaxprotect1 for dose 2).

We distribute first doses uniformly across non-symptomatic individuals in

the unvax layer, and second doses across non-symptomatic individuals in the

vaxprotect1 layer. In the model, infecteds in symptomatic states cannot get

vaccinated, motivated by the fact that symptomatic individuals would either fail

a pre-vaccination symptom screening or they would be in hospital actively receiv-

ing treatment for the focal disease, making them ineligible for vaccination. For

the purposes of vaccine administration, we treat all non-symptomatic states (S, E,

Ia, Ip, R) equivalently, since an individual’s infection status is likely unknown in

the absence of symptoms. (Although recovered individuals may know their infec-

tion status, in practice these individuals are equally encouraged to get vaccinated

regardless of prior infection.)

The daily per dose vaccination rate is calculated using two parameters: the total

number of doses administered per day, and the percentage of those doses that is

administered as first doses (the remainder are assumed to be second doses). To

calculate the daily per capita and per dose vaccination rate used in the rate matrix

M , we take the total number of first (or second) doses per day divided by the
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Figure 4.8: Structure of the McMasterPandemic model expanded with two-dose vac-
cination. The epidemiological parameters are set independently within each vaccination
stratum; layers of the same background shade share epidemiological parameters. For in-
stance, being unvaccinated or receiving one dose of a vaccine is epidemiologically equiv-
alent until an individual’s immune system mounts its response to the vaccine (at which
point an individual would move to a vaccine-protected model stratum).

current population of non-symptomatic, unvaccinated individuals (or individuals

protected by a single dose of the vaccine in the case of second dose administration).

Since these rates are state-dependent, they must be updated at each time step.

Individuals dosed with the vaccine will either get infected before their im-

mune response to the vaccine occurs (in which case, their infection proceeds as

if they have not received this latest dose), or they will remain susceptible dur-

ing their immune response and become protected by the vaccine (so any future

infection occurs with modified infection parameters). In the vaxdose1 stratum,

we allow susceptibles (individuals who have never been infected) and recovereds
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(individuals who were infected before dose 1 protection kicked in) to flow to the

vaxprotect1 layer, so that these individuals may eventually receive a second

dose (just not while undergoing an active infection). The flow for recovereds from

dosed to protected layers is faster relative to that of susceptibles between these two

strata types to ensure that the mean delay from dose to protection is roughly equal:

recovereds may have spent extra time in a “dosed ” stratum while undergoing in-

fection.

Vaccine-protected individuals can still get infected, but at a reduced rate. We

assume that the vaccine decreases the transmission rate for vaccine-protected indi-

viduals by the observed vaccine efficacy. Vaccine efficacy depends on dose num-

ber.

Although the model structure enables any epidemiological parameter to be cus-

tomized within a specific vaccine stratum, the vaccination model used in the fore-

casts here only tailors α (proportion of infections that are asymptomatic) and µ

(proportion of infections that are mild) to the vaccination state. In this way, we

reduce disease severity for breakthrough infections (compared to infections occur-

ring in unvaccinated individuals). Breakthrough infections are defined as infec-

tions in individuals that are protected by a vaccine (i.e., they were infected some

time after receiving the vaccine, avoiding the period where the full immune re-

sponse to the vaccine had not yet occurred).

4.4.5 Model with an invading variant

We also expand the base McMasterPandemic model to include the invasion of a

more transmissible variant that may reduce infection-blocking vaccine efficacy.
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We assume that the daily percentage of infection reports attributed to the vari-

ant, p(t), follows a logistic curve, as derived in [169]:

p(t) =
p(0)

p(0) + (1− p(0))e−∆rt
, (4.12)

where t is the number of days since the variant introduction date, p(0) is the vari-

ant percentage at introduction (t = 0), and ∆r is the selection coefficient (i.e., the

difference in the initial exponential growth rate, r, between the variant and the

resident strains in a wholly susceptible population exposed to only one strain).

The precise introduction date and initial variant percentage are usually not

known as a variant’s introduction in a region likely precedes any specific surveil-

lance effort for that variant. However, it is not necessary to know the introduction

date or initial percentage; we instead use the variant percentage estimated on a

different date (where we believe there was reliable sampling of infection reports to

provide an accurate estimate), along with an estimate of the selection coefficient,

∆r. Then we choose a sensible variant introduction date for model simulation

based on, for instance, when variant frequency reaches 1%.

Once p(t) is calibrated, we incorporate increased transmissibility and decreased

vaccine efficacy based on variant frequency by adjusting the FOI for susceptibles

in each vaccination stratum with the following factor:

θ(1− VEvariant)p(t) + (1− VEresident)(1− p(t)), (4.13)

where θ is the transmission advantage factor for the variant compared to the

resident strain (e.g., θ = 1.5 for Delta compared to Alpha, reflecting a 50% in-

crease in transmissibility), and VEvariant and VEresident are the vaccine efficacies

against the variant and resident strains, respectively. In the model, these effi-

cacies vary depending on dose number. For the unvaccinated stratum, we set
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VEvariant = VEresident = 0 in eq. (4.13), so that the variant-based transmission adjust-

ment is due to increased transmissibility alone. (When we forecast with a variant

but without vaccination, such as in the 21 February 2021 forecast with variant mod-

elling in section 4.2.1, this is the only variant-based expansion to the base model

that is used.)

4.4.6 Model with age structure

The base McMasterPandemic model is also expanded in each epidemiological

compartment with age. Let age groups be indexed by i = 1, ..., n. Age-based

heterogeneity is included in disease transmission (via contact structure), as well

as in disease severity. We assume that the timescale of epidemic simulations will

be short enough that we can ignore the aging process, so aging is not currently

implemented in the model.

Disease transmission

The base model assumes that individuals contact each other completely at random,

and these contacts may lead to disease transmission. This assumption is often

referred to as “homogeneous mixing”. In reality, contacts between individuals are

not entirely random: real-world contacts reflect the population’s underlying social

network and geographic distribution.

The base model’s assumption of homogeneous mixing can be relaxed by

adding age-based heterogeneity to contacts. For instance, individuals in their 20s

may be much more likely to contact other individuals in their 20s compared to
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contacting individuals in their 60s. In order to incorporate such an assumption

into the model, we break transmission down by age, and, for instance, increase the

rate at which individuals in their 20s transmit to other individuals in their 20s rel-

ative to the rate of transmission to individuals in their 60s. In this way, we capture

some heterogeneity of real-world contacts, without sacrificing the simplicity of a

population-level compartmental model.

To incorporate age-based contact heterogeneity into the model, we modify the

FOI term. We will assume that the FOI varies depending on the age of the sus-

ceptible. For a susceptible of age i, the component of the FOI from contact with

infectives of type x (asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic, mildly symptomatic, or se-

vere illness) is given by

λix = βiCx

(
n∑
j=1

pij
Ijx
Nj

)
, (4.14)

where

• βi is the average transmission rate for individuals of age i (which is based on

the average number of contacts per individual of age i, per unit time),

• Cx is relative transmission proportion based on symptom status

• pij is the probability that when an individual of age i makes contact with

another person in the population, the other individual is of age j,

• Ijx/Nj models the proportion of contacts with individuals of age j that are

actually with an x-type infective of age j (contacts within an age group are

assumed to be well-mixed and occur at random).

We call the matrix {pij}i,j=1,...,n the contact probability matrix, and each row gives

the distribution of a focal age’s contact frequency with all age groups.
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The term
∑n

j=1 pijIjx/Nj in eq. (4.14) is the average probability that an individ-

ual of age i contacts an infective of type x of any age, analogous to the term Ix/N in

the base model. To see why, note that, for fixed i, the pij’s specify how contacts for

an individual of age i are distributed across all ages. The vector (pi1, pi2, ..., pin) is

a probability distribution (sums to 1), and so
∑n

j=1 pijIjx/Nj is a weighted average

of Ijx/Nj (the age-specific frequency of infectives of type x), where the weight pij

is the proportion of the contacts of a susceptible of age i that with with individuals

of age j.

Balance in contact structure

While any combination of the age-specific transmission rate (βi), contact proba-

bility matrix {pij}, and age-specific population sizes (Ni) can be used in this model,

not all combinations of these parameters will yield a consistent contact scenario.

In selecting βi, Ni, and {pij}, one can calculate the implied total number of contacts

between age groups i and j in two independent ways: βi×Ni×pij and βj×Nj×pji.

If these two expressions are equal, we say that the contact structure is balanced, i.e.,

a contact between individuals of ages i and j counts equally as a contact for both

age groups.

A balanced contact rate matrix is not necessarily symmetric. In these matrices,

contact rates are expressed per capita (relative to the age group), and so a contact

rate matrix will be symmetric if and only if each age group is of precisely the same

population size. To see why, imagine the population is composed of two adults

and one child, where each pair of individuals comes into contact once per day (so

there are two child-adult interactions and one adult-adult contact daily). Then the

contact rate between adults and children is 2 contacts/day per child but only 1
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contact/day per adult. Taking children as the first age group and adults as the

second, the contact rate matrix is

C =


0 2

1 0

 , (4.15)

which is not symmetric, but the balance condition is not violated since the total

number of interactions between age groups is still conserved, no matter which age

group is the focal age group: there are (2 contacts/day per child) × 1 child = (1

contact/per day per adult)× 2 adults = 2 contacts/day overall between adults and

children.

Disease severity

An advantage of the age-structured model is that disease severity can be specified

as a function of age, which would be important if we were to forecast healthcare

utilization. Such forecasts could be used to plan for increases in acute care or ICU

admission, though we do not present such an analysis here.

4.4.7 Calibration

We calibrate a time-varying transmission rate, β(t), to infection reports for the fore-

casts presented in this paper. β(t) is modelled as a piecewise constant function, and

we refer to the points of discontinuity of this function as “re-estimation dates”.

These dates correspond to points in time at which we might expect a significant

change in transmission (e.g., lockdowns, major reopening steps), and so we want

the calibration algorithm to re-estimate the transmission rate starting on this date.
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The minimum interval between re-estimation dates required to yield a reliable β(t)

calibration depends on the reporting delay for infections. For SARS-CoV-2 in On-

tario, re-estimation windows must be at least 2-3 weeks long for a reliable calibra-

tion in our experience, given the roughly 1-2 week infection reporting delay.

Calibration is performed using maximum likelihood estimation via trajectory

matching. For the Ontario forecasts, we started each calibration on 15 September

2020, and used a 60 day warm-up period. (We did not fit the first, relatively small,

wave of infection from March to June 2020 as it would have significantly increased

computation time for a small increase in forecast accuracy.) During calibration,

each realization of the model started at the beginning of the warm-up period (17

July 2020), but we did not fit the trajectory to infection reports until after the warm-

up period. As mentioned above, a warm-up period of 2-3 weeks would suffice for

Ontario’s 1-2 week reporting delay, but we extended the warm-up period to 60

days in order to account for the fact that infection reports were already increasing

by mid-September into the second wave and we wanted each realization to capture

the start of the second wave.

4.4.8 Forecasting

Once a model is calibrated to infection reports, one forecast option is to evolve it

forward in time assuming that there are no changes to any parameters; this as-

sumption represents a “status quo” forecast scenario. We may instead assume

changes to certain parameters in the forecast period to simulate changes in the

population. For instance, we may simulate changes in public health measures by

adjusting the transmission rate on a specific date, or we may assume an increased
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vaccine dose administration rate in anticipation of an increase of vaccine supply

and administration capacity.

We generate an ensemble forecast by running 100 realizations of the model,

each using a new set of fitted parameters sampled from a multivariable normal

distribution. This distribution’s mean is the vector of maximum likelihood esti-

mates for each parameter and the covariance matrix is also estimated during the

calibration process.

4.4.9 Age-structured projections

We use a calibration performed with a model lacking age structure to parameterize

the age-structured model and generate age-specific projections. To do so, we must

make a few assumptions on how the models with and without age structure are

connected.

The key is to assume the two models share a transmissiblity parameter, which

is the probability that a contact between a susceptible and infective leads to trans-

mission. In the model without age structure, we can factor the transmission rate

into components, β = τc, where c is the average contact rate per individual per

unit time, and τ is the (unitless) transmissibility parameter. Rearranging, we have

τ = β/c.

When using contact rate matrices in the age-structured model (like the matri-

ces used in our projections, detailed in section 4.4.11), there is an implied average

contact rate per susceptible age group, (c1, c2, ..., cn), based on the specific contact

rate matrix that is assumed a priori, outside of any estimates for the transmission
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rate. (This vector is precisely the row sums of the contact rate matrix.) The overall

average contact rate across the entire population is calculated by weighting each

age-specific average contact rate by the population distribution across age groups,

1/N(N1, N2, ..., Nn),

c =
1

N

n∑
i=1

ciNi. (4.16)

where Ni is the population of the ith age group and N is the total population size.

Given an overall transmission rate β∗ (calibrated using the model without age

structure) and the overall average contact rate c implied by the assumed contact

rate matrices, we calculate an average transmissibility across age groups:

τ ∗ = β∗/c . (4.17)

Assuming transmissiblity is uniform across ages, we then use τ ∗ to convert the

assumed age-specific contact rates in the age-structured model into age-specific

transmission rates:

(β1, β2, ..., βn) = τ ∗(c1, c2, ..., cn). (4.18)

Finally, we use these age-specific transmission rates to simulate the model with

age structure and generate projections.

4.4.10 Data sources

We used daily infection report counts from the Government of Ontario [170]. Vac-

cination data was gathered from the COVID-19 Tracker Canada dashboard [171],

which sources its data from the Government of Ontario. VoC data was extracted

from the confidential Case and Contact Management (CCM) database maintained

by Public Health Ontario (PHO).
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Alpha variant frequency over time was estimated using mutation screens tar-

geting the N501Y and E484K mutations. The results of these mutation screens

alone cannot confirm infection with the Alpha variant; such confirmations must

generally be performed using whole genome sequencing. In January 2021, PHO

performed whole genome sequencing on subsets of mutation-screened samples

from the province and confirmed that mutation screen results were serving as

a good proxy for Alpha frequency in Ontario [152]. The reliability of mutation

screens in detecting Alpha in Ontario between December 2020 and March 2021

was further supported by a study after the forecast date [155].

Delta variant frequency over time was also estimated using results from N501Y

and E484K mutation screens, though there is more uncertainty associated with

how representative provincial mutation screen results were of an actual Delta in-

fection in April-May 2021 than there was for Alpha in early 2021. Samples in which

neither mutation is found could be attributed either to Delta or to non-VoC strains.

Generally, if the percentage of infection reports attributed to non-VoC strains was

very small at the time, then a negative result on both mutation screens was very

likely indicating the Delta variant.

Although we cannot be certain of when Delta overtook non-VoC strains as driv-

ing reports of samples negative for both mutations in the province, we made an in-

formed assumption about timing of Delta’s growth based on several pieces of evi-

dence (see supp. fig. 4.13). The Alpha variant became dominant in the province in

March 2021. Alpha demonstrated a competitive advantage over resident non-VoC

strains, which resulted in a steady decline in the percentage of samples screening

negative for both mutations (plotted as “suspected non-Alpha” in supp. fig. 4.13)

as Alpha outcompeted them to become dominant in the province. This trend be-
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gan to turn over in May 2021, which would occur only in the presence of a new

variant that is negative for both mutations but has a competitive advantage over

the then-dominant Alpha variant. The province began detecting strains from the

Delta variant’s lineage in the province in April [156]. From this evidence, we con-

clude that increasing Delta variant frequency began representing the majority of

samples screening negative for both mutations in the beginning of May, which

would explain the sudden increase in the frequency of such samples. This as-

sumption is further supported by two point estimates for Delta percentages using

whole genome sequencing data conducted by PHO from early May [172].

4.4.11 Assumptions for Ontario forecasts

Forecasts from 21 February 2021

Public health measures

To simulate the lifting of some public health measures on 8 March 2021, we

assumed that the transmission rate increases by 40% on this date relative to the

transmission rate estimated over the period following the January stay-at-home

order.

Alpha Variant of Concern

In the forecast using the expanded model with a variant, we assumed that the

Alpha VoC was 50% more transmissible than resident strains in the province, based

on the evidence that was available at the time [110]. We assumed that Alpha was
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of daily infection reports assumed to be caused by the Alpha
variant in the 21 February 2021 forecast that includes the increasing frequency of this VoC
(curve). This logistic model was calibrated using a point prevalence estimate of 4.4% on 20
January 2021 [152] and an estimate for the selective advantage of ∆r = 0.078 [173].

introduced to Ontario on 19 December 2020, one week before it was first detected

in the province on 26 December 2020. We pegged the variant model (eq. (4.12))

using a point prevalence study by PHO indicating that Alpha was responsible for

4.4% of infection reports on 20 January 2021 [152], and assumed ∆r = 0.078 [173].

These assumptions yield the Alpha variant model in fig. 4.9.

Forecasts from 5 June 2021

Public health measures

In all forecasts from this date, we assumed that public health measures relaxed

on 11 June 2021, which is when Ontario moved into step 1 of its spring/summer

2021 reopening plan. We explored three scenarios for the transmission rate upon

reopening (due to increased contacts):

• ×1: the estimated transmission rate under the 8 April 2021 stay-at-home or-

der (no change due to step 1 reopening)
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• ×1.25: a 25% increase relative to the period following the April stay-at-home

order;

• ×1.5: a 50% increase relative to the period following the April stay-at-home

order.

Vaccination

For the forecasts using a model with vaccination, we fed in the reported num-

ber of first and second doses administered each day through the fit period. In the

forecast period, we explored three scenarios for the total number of doses admin-

istered per day:

• 142,000 doses/day (average rate for seven days up to and including the fore-

cast date of 5 June 2021);

• 180,000 doses/day (a 27% increase over the seven-day average on the forecast

date);

• 213,000 doses/day (a 50% increase over the seven-day average on the forecast

date).

In each scenario, the total dose administration rate remained constant throughout

the forecast period.

Around this forecast date, the province was beginning to transition from ad-

ministering first doses to second doses (see supp. fig. 4.12). While this shift is

represented in the data fed into the model through the fit period, we had to make

an assumption about how this shift would continue through the forecast period.
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of daily vaccines administered as first doses, used in the 5 June
2021 forecasts (teal elements). Remaining doses administered were assumed to be second
doses. Percentages observed during the fit period (teal points) were fed into the model as
inputs during calibration. A logistic model fit to the observed percentages between 1 May
2021 and 5 June 2021 was used to project the shift from first to second doses through the
forecast period (teal curve). The grey curve simply serves to illustrate the fit of the logistic
model to the observed percentages; it was not used in the model. Percentages observed
after the forecast date are plotted as hollow grey points to illustrate the performance of the
projection.

We assumed that the percentage of first doses administered followed a logistic

curve based on fitting the reported percentage of first doses starting from 1 May

2021 until the forecast date (fig. 4.10).

We assumed that infection-blocking vaccine efficacy (VE) varied depending on

dose number and variant (if included in the model) using estimates available at

the time of this forecast [158]:

Variant Dose 1 VE Dose 2 VE

Alpha 60% 90%

Delta 30% 80%

We used these vaccine efficacies to reduce the transmission rate for each vac-

cination stratum depending on the number of doses protecting an individual in

a vaccination category as well as the daily percentage of infection reports due to

Delta versus Alpha (as detailed in Methods section 4.4.5).
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of daily infection reports assumed to be caused by the Delta vari-
ant in the 5 June 2021 forecasts that include the increasing frequency of this VoC (curve).
This logistic model was calibrated using a point prevalence estimate of 5.2% on 8 May
2021 [172] and an estimate for the selective advantage of ∆r = 0.07 (based on [173]).

Finally, if a vaccinated individual was infected (regardless of with which

strain), their probability of having a less-transmissible, asymptomatic infection

increased with each dose (20% probability of asymptomatic infection for the un-

vaccinated, 60% for those protected by one dose, and 90% for those protected by

two doses).

Delta Variant of Concern

In the models with the Delta VoC, we assumed that Delta has a transmission

advantage of 50% over Alpha, based on the evidence that was available at the time

[158]. We assumed that Delta was introduced to the province on 15 March 2021,

and we pegged the variant model (eq. (4.12)) to the value of 5.2% on 8 May 2021,

estimated through whole genome sequencing conducted by PHO [172]. We also

assumed that ∆r = 0.07, based on [173]. The variant model is shown in fig. 4.11.
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Age-structured projections from 5 June 2021

We used the same calibration from 5 June 2021 that used the model with vaccina-

tion and the Delta VoC (detailed in Methods section 4.4.11).

Public health measures

For the forecast period, we assumed a 1.5× increase in the transmission rate

upon step 1 reopening, relative to the rate estimated through the stay-at-home

order period. For vaccination, we assumed that it continued at the most recent

7-day average from the forecast date, which amounted to approximately 142,000

doses/day. Vaccinations were distributed randomly to individuals 12 and older.

Age structure

For the projections presented in this paper, we used contact matrices from Mis-

try et al. [174]. This study estimates contact structures for entire countries as well

as subnational regions (e.g., provinces, states) by taking into account local popu-

lation distributions, workforce surveys, education enrollments, and other relevant

socio-demographic data. For each region, the overall contact matrix is computed

as a linear combination of four setting-specific contact matrices representing con-

tacts in household, workplace, school, and community settings, which allows one

to adjust the overall contact structure based on including measures like school or

partial workplace closures. We split the population in to three age groups: 0-11

(ineligible for vaccination), 12-64, and 65+ and used the contact rate matrices for

Ontario, along with pre-pandemic contact rates (as estimated in [174]), except that

we turned off school-based contacts and reduced workplace contacts by 80% to
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emulate pandemic contact structure.

The resulting contact matrix is expressed in terms of contact rates, while our

model is set up in terms of contact probability matrices, {pij}. We converted the

contact rate matrix to a contact probability matrices by row-normalizing the for-

mer: in a contact rate matrix, the sum of row i gives the average contact rate for

individuals of i, so row-normalizing this matrix amounts to expressing how an in-

dividual’s contacts are distributed among all age groups given the individual’s age

(i.e., precisely what is stored in a contact probability matrix). When converting the

balanced contact rate matrix based on [174] to a contact probability matrix, we took

care to preserve the balance condition by only setting the vector of age-specific

transmission rates to be a constant multiple of the vector of average age-specific

contact rates (the row sums of the contact rate matrix) in our projections.

4.5 Supplementary material
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Figure 4.12: Vaccine coverage in Ontario, Canada by age group over time. The province
pursued a first-dose strategy, aiming widespread coverage of first doses before starting to
administer second doses. The resulting delay between first and second doses was roughly
8-12 weeks. Vaccination was predominantly prioritized by age, from oldest to youngest.
These data are publicly-available from the Government of Ontario [175].
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Figure 4.13: Percentage of infection reports by suspected variant using mutation screen
data (see Methods section 4.4.10). The horizontal dashed line indicates the 50% threshold,
above which a variant is considered dominant. The Alpha VoC likely became dominant in
mid-March, while the Delta VoC likely became dominant in early June.
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